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2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILL/RESOLUTION NO. HB 1396 

House Agriculture Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 1--31--02 

Ta eNumber 
ONE 
ONE 

Committee Clerk Si 

Minutes: 

Side A Side B 
A 

B 

_,,... .. "\ CHAIR MAN NICHOLAS: We will open the hearing on HB 1396. 

Meter# 
0.0 TO END 
0.0 TO 1.3 

REPRESENTATIVE BRUSEGAARD: Mr. Chainnan and members of committee. Today I 

would like to encourage your careful consideration and favorable consideration of HB 1396 

{ { {PLEASE SEE PRINTED TESTIMONY OF REP. BRUSEGAARD}}} 

BRIAN KRAMER: Good morning Mr. Chainnan and committee members. I am 

representing the 26,000 member family of North Dakota Parm Bureau. We support HB 1396,, 

{ { {PLEASE SEE PRINTED TESTIMONY OF BRIAN KRAMER}}} 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Any questions of Brian. 

REP. MUELLER: Mr. Kramer. What is happening in other states? Have other states relaxed 

There corporate fanning? 
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BRIAN KRAMER: As I travel around the country side. We have meeting with other states, 

Legislative folks that do the same thing I do here, In visiting with them~ There are a number of 

opportunities that are being made available in Iowf\. 

REP. MUELLER: What is happening in Nebraska and South Dakota? 

BRIAN KRAMER: Many of there laws are very similar to ours. There are attempts in those 

states also to elevate some of these situations by lessening these corporation laws so more capital 

can be introduced into those operations. 

REPRESENTATIVE KELSCH: Brian, As I look at this Bill, Representative Brusegaard is 

trying to make a go of his family fann. He is a young man in North Dakota that is committed to 

making his fann go. I look at this as somewhat as economic development. I am familiar with a 

, , ~·"\ business in Mandan that also has passed on from one generation to another. Because see a need 

for expansion in better economic times they took on some more corporate partners. \\'bile this 

Bill would not take on a corporate partner. It would take on an individual. Is that really what 

this is all about? Is to see that economic development is working to keep people in business in 

the state. North Dakota is working to keep farmers to allow them to stay on the fann and to 

keep them in business in North Dakota.? 

BRIAN KRAMER. You hit the nail right on the head .. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Anyone else wishing to appear in support of BH 1396 

OK we will start with the opposition to HB 1396, 

REPRESENTATIVE SOLBERG: It is an honor to be here in front of you, 

This is another attempt to chip away at a bill that has worked so well for the state. North Dakota 
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Fanners have long had the reputation of independent producers. The have beJn able to produce 

,l•1
~n11t the help of corporations. We have capital available in North Dakota. I would urge this 

committee to pass this bill up, 

REPRESENTATIVE BELTER: You made the statement that our current laws have servr.d the 

State of North Dakota so well, Would you wish to elaborate on that.? I run a little perplexed as 

to your statement it has served so well. When you look at the problems agriculture. is having. 

What has it really protected us from I guess is the quf'!stion. 

REP, SOLBERG: To bring outside corporate capital is not going to help in the price of our 

commodities. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Rep. Schmidt. 

........ ~ REPRESENTATIVE SCHMIDT: A lot of the family fanns have disappeared and I am trying 

.. ,.,f' 

to protect the 011es that are still out there. Family fanns build great people. Corporations cook 

the books. I ask for your no vote. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Additional testimony. 

JEFF WEISPFENNING: I am here representing Roger Johnson, the Agriculture 

Commi.ssioner. { { {please read attached testimony}}} I do not believe that HB 1396 is an 

appropriate or necessary way to address that need. 

REPRESENTATIVE: Jeff, I have just one question for you. As someone who has been a 

proponent of agriculture for a long time , Do you see this as a vehicle. 

There is a lot of interest in these larger dairies, I know Rep. Oristad is currently involvert, 

Should someone find outside capital, three, four or five people come in and make a sizable 

investment to start an operation like that and it does take a lot of capital. Anyone that has tried 
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to put a value added venture together, I was involved with Dakota Growers. It took thirteen 

million. I have invested in five or six of these operations. My question would be if you were 

starting a feed lot, or hog operation and all of these have led to confinement. When I grew up 

on the farm we milked six cows and my Dad had four sows, and we took the bore around the 

neighborhood so every body could use it. We don't operate that way any more. The operations 

have changed. Do you see any benefit in this where you could go out and get this capitol from 

five or six individual which obviously is the intent of Representative Bruccgaards bill to do 

some of these confinements operations such as Rep. Onstad has done on his dairy. 

JEFF WEISPFENNING: I think the current law and structures that are out there allow those 

investments. I am not sure that money is interested in rushing in to dairy, There are dairy 

products coming in as substitutes coming as imports and the profitability is very difficult. 

REP. KELSCH: , Mr Chairman, I find it ironic that our Agriculture Commissioner in the last 

week has stated twice that Agriculture has changed considerably since the l 930's however he 

is not willing to make any changes in statues from the l 930's. Just a comment. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Any other questions? 

REPRESENTATIVE BOEHNING: Currently how man fan1ily farms are incorporated, how 

many of the family live en the same fannstead? 

JEFF: We don't keep those records. Secretary of state keeps those records. 

There are currently and number of fanns that are already incorporated under the laws that were 

passed in the 1993 session. The legislature made those accommodations. I believe that family 

corporate fam1s don't live on the same farmstead. There sole pro priority. Or partnerships. 

I am not sure why that would matter where they lived on the same f annstead. 
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REPRESENTATIVE BOEHNING: It states the principal must be an individual. He has to 

actively engaged in fanning. Wt, have a lot of family fann corporations where they are spread 

out in town, etc basically what we are doing is givinP, them the opportunity to get some extra 

capital from others rather then a bank, The bank money is coming from corporations so that is 

coming in from out of state also. 

JEFF: There are a variety of vehicles out there already. Limited partnerships etc, 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Any other questions. 

RICHARD SCHLOSER: NDFU No11h Dakota Farmers Union is the states largest farm 

organization. Our mission statement clearly speaks to our commitment to the prosperity of the 

family fam1s in rural communitas. Farm land should be under the control of family farmers. 

,~ That law should discourage a concentration of frum land ownership by corporations and outside 

interests. We also call for strict enforcement of corporate farming laws. These laws should be 

closely monitored to strengthen so that they may continue preserve production agriculture. For 

family farmers. Further more we believe that corporate fanning laws that as initiated in the 

early l 930's and expanded in 1981 to allow a co1porations of lands of close relatives should not 

be further weakened to give additional advantages to non farm units. North Dakota is fortunate 

not to have corporate farming. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Next, 

CARL LIMVERE: Mr. Chainnan. I am Kaarl Limvere, Pastor of the Zion United Ch~1rch of 

Christ of Medina. I serve as the chairperson of the Rural Life Committee of the ND conference 

of Churches.. [[[PLEASE SEE ATTACHED TESTIMONY}}} I urge a DO NOT PASS 

'"! 
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ON THIS LEGISLATION. 1 am submitting the testimony ofChristoher Dodson. He was unable 

to stay for this hearing. He is with the North Dakota Catholic Conference which opposes the 

bill. 

REP, BELTER : I see the development of agriculture whether it is large scale poultry 

production, fee lots, hog facilities, whatever. I see that develop. All over the country. 

Not necessary say that it is good but it is what has happened in this country. With the 

development of a11 of those facilities comesjobsr communities where these people live, North 

Dakota seems to have missed all of that. Our chil.dren continue to leave ND. Our feeds 

continue to leave ND, ow· livestock leaves ND to go and service in the whole food 

processing. How do you address that. \Vhy have we missed all this? 

KARL LIMVERE: Simply stated that ther,e arc a tremendous amount of problems that go 

with this growth and ND is better with out it. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Further testimony. 

TERRY ULRICH: Ashlely ND I would like to share my experiences with "outside investor 

capital" { { { {please see attached testimony}}}} 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Any further testimony? In opposition. 

JIM TIOEN: My name is Jim Teigen, My family and I operate a third generation family fann 

near Rugby in Pierce County. { { {please see testimony}} I strongly urge a do not pass. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Jim you know the problem is we need more people like you to 

bo1Tow some money to start more of those projects that our friend was talking about here earlier. 

You can't quite trying, 

JIM TIOEN: I don't think the corporations are going to make to many sacrifices for any ofus. 
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CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: Nine often new business startups fail. I don't care where it is. 

We have had some successes. Bottom line we need people like you reinvesting , We can go 

throughout ND when people pass on the money just leaves those communities. It goes to other 

communities. We have to figure out how we can keep that capital in the state, I don't know 

whether this bill would keep that capital in the state or not. We have an aging population, 

In Towner County, we have over eight million dollars. That is for twenty eight hundred 

people. In the surrounding area there is also a huge amount of cash sitting in the banks, 

We have to figure out away to keep this money in the state, 

JIM TEIGEN: We oppose this Bill. 

RALPH Rural Electric Cooperative. One large farm is not going to 1ielp us keep 

electric lines up. Takes more small fanns. If you have a good balance sheet you can get 

financing., 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: We will conclude the hearing on HB 1396. 
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Committee Clerk Shmature 

Minutes: 

Side A SideB 
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Meter# 
14.S TO 20.7 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS: We will open the hearing on HB 1396. Representative 

Brusegaard told me to bring this bill up or down and I said we would honor his wishes. 

REPRESENTATIVE BOE MOVED FOR A DO NOT PASS AND REPRESENTATIVE 

KINGSBURY SECONDED THE MOTION. 

THE ROLL WAS TAKEN. THERE 9 YES 3 NO AND 1 ABSENT. 

REPRESENT ATJVE ONSTAD CARRIED THE BILL. 

CHAIRMAN NICHOLAS CLOSED HB 1396. REPRESENTATIVE ONSTAD WILL 

CARRY THE BILL. 
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Chairman Flakoll opened the hearing on HB 1396. All members were present. Because of the 

large crowd, the meeting was held in the Bynhild Haugland Room. Senator Flakoll distributed a 

letter from Anita Thomas from the Legislative Council. He asked her to prepare the information 

to answer some questions for him. 

Representative Brusegaard introduced the bill and testified in favor of the hill. (written 

testimony) He explained his intentions with the bill. For over 100 years there have been 

Brusegaards farming in Gilby Township in Grand Forks County. His was and is one of many 

successful family businesses in North Dakota. It is jmportant to consider why we set a different 

standard for corporate structure for farming than for other family businesses in North Dakota. 

He knows lots offanners in the state and he doesn't know one who would give up control of his 

farm. This does happen today under current law when a fanner gets into financial trouble so the 

' bank becomes involved in decision making, 
...__/ 
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Today we will hear there is ample access to credit already available to farmers so this bill isn't 

needed. This bill isn't about credit, it is about investment, about capital that doesn't need to be 

paid back to the bank, 

Today we will hear that current law already provides for non-family members to invest in 

agriculture. Lots of time has been spent in the legislature trying to get around the corporate 

farming law - maybe it should be changed. There are LLC's and LLP's and LLLC's, methods to 

get around the corporate farming law. A corporation is the best structure to encourage outside 

investment in agriculture and limit risk. 

Today we will hear the bill will allow corporations to own and control farm and ranch land. The 

bill says every shareholder must be an individual. You will not have ADM coming in and buying 

an interest in a North Dakota fann, 

Today we will hear thE} bill will not stem out migration and it is not intended to. Current law has 

been on the books since the 30's and has not stemmed out migration. 

Today we will hear the bill does not require investors to be residents of North Dakota. It is 

important for us to seek capital from outside of the state. It would bring new money to North 

Dakota. 

This is a fairly minor change to state law. Representative Brusegaard understands that many of 

the citizens that will stand opposed to the bill today are farmers and he respects their views and 

their passion. He is a little disappointed in the rhetoric. He is particularly disappointed the 

Agriculture Commissioner has said in newspapers across the state this week that he doesn't see 

any reason anybody would want to invest in a farm in North Dakota. That is a bad attitude that 
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sends the wt'ong message. Fifteen individuals, whether or not they are related, should be able to 

invest in a North Dakota farm and enjoy the way of life that he has enjoyed. (meter# 1098} 

Senator Klein said he has seen the ads in newspapers, the letters to the editors, how do we sort it 

out? Are there any safeguards in the bill that would prevent a big corporation from taking over 

your farm and telling you how to run it? 

Representative Brusegaard said page 2, line 6 of the bill says each shareholder has to be an 

individual. A corporation cannot be an investor. 

Senator Erbele asked if fifteen individuals could get together, buy an township, find some young 

fellow to operate it and they would have their own hunting preserve? Do you see the potential 

for this scenario? 

Representative Brusegaard said the young man would have to be a principal shareholder or 

another principal shareholder would have to be actively involved in the day to day operations of 

the farm. He doesn't have any problem with landowners hunting on their own land. This isn't 

the intent of the bill. 

Senator Erbele confinned that the operator has to be a principal shareholder? Does he need to 

own65%? 

Representative Brusegaard said principal shareholder is the person who owns the most shares. 

65% of the gross income of the cotporation must be derived from the farm, 

Senator Flakoll asked with respect to the principal shareholder, does that require the most shares 

or 51%? 

Representative Brusegaard said it would require a pluralityt the most shares, 
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Senator Flakoll referred to the letter from Anita Thomas, He asked her specifically if the bill 

would allow corporations such as Cargill, Tyson Foods, Ford Motor Company or IBM to own 

fannland or ranchland in North Dakota. She said the bill would not pennit this because it 

requires shareholders to be individuals, 

Representative Weisz testified in favor of the bill. (meter# 1S63) This bill is good public policy 

for Agriculture. It won't cure all the problems that agriculture faces today. It will not cause the 

demise of agriculture as we know it. It does provide a tool to make farms more successful in the 

future. One of the biggest problems faced in fanning is capital. Fanning requires more capital to 

gross profit than any other business, This bill will help address this problem. It could assist a 

young man get started in farming. It could help a fanner create an incentive for a good 

employee. It is important to separate the emotion from the reality of the bill. 

Senator Flakoll asked if this bill would provide for an incentive for a hired man to be involved in 

the ownership of a fann or ranch? 

Representative Weisz said that is exactly what could happen, (meter# 2070) 

Senator Flakoll asked what Huderite colonies do? Are they closely related? 

Representative Weisz isn't aware of the business structure of the Huderite colonies. 

Senator Klein asked as members of the corporation accumulate, would the operator lose control 

of the fann? 

Representative Weisz said under current law, the bank influences control. Shareholders will be 

more reasonable than a lender. 

Senator Urlacher asked if he envisioned three or four neighbors potentially operating together? 
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Representative Weisz said absolutely. One person would need to be the principal shareholder. It 

would offer additional flexibility. 

Senator Flakoll asked with smaller families today, does that enter into the need for the bi11? 

Representative Weisz said there is a smaller pool of potential corporate shareholders with smaller 

families. 

Senator Seymour asked if you can't under current law give the farm to the hired hand? 

Representative Weisz said he could give his farm to anyone he wants but he doesn't want to give 

his farm away, he wants to allow his employee to be an active participant in the operation. Under 

current law, the owner of Cargill can buy any land in North Dakota. 

Senator Klein asked if a farmer would be compelled to take in any shareholder or if it was his 

own decision? 

Representative Weisz said it would be up to the individual farmer. 

Representative Ron Iverson testified in favor of the bill. (written testimony) (meter# 2703} 

Senator Nichols said there has been a reference to lack of ability to get capital, investment vs. 

borrowing. Aren't shareholders going to want to participate in the decision making? 

Representative Iverson said it would be wise to let the expert make the decisions. An investor 

would need to chose the operator carefully. 

Senator Nichols asked if an investor would be happy with a return that is less than he could get 

with another investment? 

Representative Iverson said lately many investments haven't had good returns. Part of his 

purpose of investing in a fann would be taking part in the farming way of life and getting back 

l on the frum. 
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Senator Klein asked if a fann isn't doing well, the investor wouldn't have any additional recourse 

than you would in any other corporate structure? You wouldn't be able to sell out the principal 

shareholder? The bank would still be the leinholder? 

Representative Iverson said that is correct. 

Senator Nichols asked if you would be investing in the real estate or the chattels or the ongoing 

operation? 

Representative Iverson said he would be investing in the person, its a small business. 

Representative Kasper testified in favor of the bill. (meter# 3294) He is an estate and financial 

planner. One of the major problems in fanning is debt. When principal is repaid, it is with after 

tax dollars. In a corporation, the debt becomes equity. No principal repayment or interest 

payments are made. He would assume any frum corporation would have a very restrictive 

buy/sell agreement. An investor in a farm would be looking at a very long tenn investment. This 

will help preserve the family fann in North Dakota. He urges fanners to get beyond the rhetoric 

and misinfonnation and look at how this can benefit a family farm. 

Senator Nichols asked with regard to an investment in a farm, won't the investor expect a return 

on his investment? 

Representative Kasper said the investor would receive a stock certificate. With buy/sell 

arrangements, you determine how investors would get out of their investment. It would be funded 

through a long tenn buy out or through life insurance. The success of their investment depends 

on the profitability of the farm. 

Dennis Feiken, a young fanner from LaMoure, testified in favor of the bill. (written testimony) 

, (meter# 4075) 
I.._.) 
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Senator Flakoll asked if people will invest in fanning because they love it? 

Mr. Feiken said he hopes they invest because they believe in it. 

Senator Klein said one ongoing debate is a concern for Cargill taking over farm land in North 

Dakota, 

Mr. Feiken said you have to be an individual to be a shareholder in a fann corporation. 

John Enderle, a farmer near Taylor, testified in favor of the bill, (written testimony) (meter# 

4619) 

Senator Flakoll asked if this bill passes would land prices drift up? 

Mr. Enderle said it won't affect land values. Recently land in his area sold for $600/acre to a 

fam1er and other investor, he doesn't know the structure of the agreement. Land prices are 

,..,-........_ already going up, some is being purchased for hunting. This bill will help the fanner already on 
' l ,......,/ 

the farm. 

Senator Flakoll asked if this bill is less intrusive than people buying up land for hunting? 

Mr. Enderle said this bill is not intrusive at all. If out of state concerns want to buy land in North 

Dakota, they will and have. 

Senator Nichols said with regard to the tax and insurance advantages of corporation, have you 

formed a family corporation? 

Mr. Enderle said he has not. 

Brian Lougheed, a sophomore at NDSU, testified in favor of the bill. (written testimony) (meter 

#5330) 

Daryl Lies, farmer from Douglas, testified in favor of the bill. Six years ago he testified in this 

1 '\ room about corporation ownership of farm and ranch land. He predicted at that time1 unless the 
·,.._,/ 
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law was changed, within a decade the number of hog producers in North Dakota would be 

reduced by half. Six years later, we are just 50 producers away from losing half of our hog 

producers. Some people say prices put them out of business and that is true to a point. But under 

a corporate structure with outside investment to take advantage of contracts, the loss could have 

been reduced from $38 /head to $4/head. 

Senator Klein said some will say changing the structure will allow major feeders to take over. 

Do you think this will happen? 

Mr. Lies said he doesn't think this will happen. He said Cargill can already come in and buy land 

because they are a family corporation. 

Carol Two Eagles testified in favor of the bill. (tape 2 side A meter# 47) She was raised on a 

farm and fanned until 1994. As a single person, her ability to raise capital was limited. Farming 

is a business and we should treat it as such. 

Eric Aasmundstad, farmer from Devils Lake, President of the North Dakota Fann Bureau, 

testified in favor of the bill. (written testimony) (meter# 187) 

Senator Nichols asked if lenders have not done their job? 

Mr. Aasmundstad said he thinks the lenders have stepped up time and time again and will 

continue to do so, The family farm or ranch in North Dakota should have the same opportunity 

as any other business in North Dakota, If they can tum some debt into equity, they should be 

given the chance. Investors in a fann or ranch will be accepting some risk and hoping to make a 

profit. Bankers don,t want to take a whole lot of risk and you cantt blame them. 

Senator Erbele said there are young people in the state with a passion for farming but no 

opportunity to fann so they leave the state for 15 or 20 years and by that time they become 

J 
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entrenched where they are or are making such a good living they wouldn't consider coming back. 

With our aging fann population, is this a way to bring some of those people to the fann at an 

entry level position? 

Mr. Aasmundstad said it certainly is a possibility. We can't guarantee it will happen. We can't 

ignore any possibility ifwe want young people to stay in the state. If a young person doesn't 

come into agriculture with some sort of equity position, its pretty tough for him to compete. On 

a global basis, the only thing that keeps US farmers competitive is technology and technology is 

expensive. 

Representative Schmidt testified against the bill (written testimony) (meter # 1006) He named 

owners of land from the 1929 atlas, He said we don't know that these corporate owners won't 

come back and We do not want our people to be tenants again, 

Senator Flakoll asked if some of the owners listed might have been because of foreclosures, due 

to the year? 

Representative Schmidt said International Harvester company was listed and they used to loan 

farmers money for equipment. When they couldn't make the payments, International Harvester 

would take over the land, 

Senator Urlacher asked if Representative Schmidt had any ideas how to increase the prices on 

farm products? 

Representative Schmidt said capital is not a problem in North Dakota. We have all the money we 

need. This bill will not add to the price of wheat or beef. All these organizations should get 

together and figure out a way to increase the prices. 

··~ Senator Urlacher asked if there are any ways the state could increase prices? 
-J 
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Reprtisentative Schmidt said 40% of the problem is due to Enron and Tyco - they stole our 

investor's money. The state of North Dakota can't do a thing. 

Roger Johnson, Commissioner of Agriculture, testified against the bill. (written testimony) 

(meter# 144S) He will make a copy of the letter to the editor referred to today available to the 

committee so they can see there was no intent that folks should not invest in agriculture. There 

are several problems with the language of the bill. The intention of those behind the bill is 

honorable. 

Senator Flakoll said regarding page 2 of Mr. Johnson's testimony, isn't that in current law? 

Mr. Johnson said yes except some of the language is being eliminated, thus creating the conflict. 

Senator Flakoll asked if Ted Turner can own farm land in North Dakota? 

Mr. Johnson said yes. 

Senator Flakoll asked if Ted Turner can share the land with his family? 

Senator Flakoll asked how the debt to asset ratio of farmers in North Dakota compares to that of 

farmers in other states? 

Mr. Johnson said he doesn't have the figures but could get them. 

Senator Flakoll asked if Mr. Johnson was recently on a task force that concluded farmers could 

use more capital? 

Mr. Johnson asked ifhe was referring to the Commission on the Future of Agriculture? 

Senator Flakoll said he wasn't sure which task force, 

Mr. Johnson said he has supported a number of different pieces of legislation that would provide 

capital to farmers but avoided the kinds of unintended consequences of this bill. 

t~::.~. 
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Senator Flakoll asked about fanners who lived through the era of 20% interest. Not only are we 

trying to find capital, but we are trying to find capital that will cash flow. 

Mr. Johnson said he worked as a credit counselor with debt ridden clients in the 80's. Not in any 

case would incorporation have helped any of those individuals, Shareholders will always expect 

a certain benefit, financial or otherwise, 

Senator Klein asked ifwe were able to tweak the language, would you support this bill? 

Mr. Johnson said in the limited amount of time we have, he doesn't think they Cl1uld come to an 

agreement about how the bill should be modified. A few years ago he convened a commission 

on the future of agriculture. They came up with about 50 recommendations, one of which dealt 

with a minor change to the anti-corporate fanning bill that dealt with the kinship issue and he 

couldn't find a legislator to introduce the bill. 

Senator Klein said that is why you schedule a bill like this early. We have five weeks to work 

together on this. In this business, you try to find consensus. 

Mr. Johnson said he would be happy to work with the committee in any way but he does not hold 

out much hope that he could come to agreement on language. 

Senator Flakoll asked if he could submit some written proposed improvements to the bill. 

Mr. Johnson said he would be happy to submit the previous proposed bill. 

Robert Carlson, a farmer from Glenburn and President of the North Dakota Farmers Union 

testified against the bill. (written testimony) (meter #3353) He said Farmers Union is not afraid 

of corporations. He sits on the boards of 4 corporation.·: and their job is to make money by 

reducing expenses and maximizing revenue. This bill would foster more competition for renting 

1 J or purchasing land and pushing up land values. It wouldn't be a beginning fanner's program. 
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Most people who start fanning have relatives that help them get started, sometimes their 

investments are charitable. 

Senator Flakoll asked how many corporate farms there are in North Dakota now? 

Mr. Carlson said th,;, last number he heard was 514 family fann corporations, primarily 

established because the structure allows full deduction of health insurance expense. We already 

have beginning fanner programs at the Bank of North Dakota. 

Senator Erbele asked what is Mr. Carlson's definition of the family farm, today in the 21st 

century? 

Mr. Carlson said he defines the family farm as one where the family that1s operating the farm 

does most of the work and makes the management decisions. 

Senator Erbele said we have discussed that price is an issue. Is our corporate structure in the US, 

with corporations owning the processing all the way up to the supennarket that is keeping a lid 

on the prices at the commodity level? 

Mr. Carlson said this is a very insightful question and one he would like to discuss at length. 

Agriculture has become part of a vertical structure. Walmart, the largest retailer of groceries in 

the US, has forced even food processors like pasta makers to become, in effect, producers of 

commodities. They force everyone right down the chain to compete to supply them with very 

little opportw1ity for profit. Therfl is vertical control existing because of concentration in the 

processing industry and that is holding down price, We have some advantages in North Dakota 

that we could do a better job of exploiting. We are not the most efficient producers in North 

Dakota because our ground is frozen for a good part of the year. We do have the best quality 

wheat, the best quality beef, real quality products and because of our weather, we don't have the 
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disease and insect problems that exist in some parts of the country. We need to develop more of 

a market for our products as premium products that can go to high end consumers. We need our 

federal congress to attack the concentration in agriculture . If we could bring back Teddy 

Roosevelt to ride out of the badlands and break up some of these corporations, it would be a 

great thing. 

Senator Erbele referred to the earlier testimony regarding the hog industry, wouldn't this bill help 

family fanns leverage more and cut their losses? (meter #4495) 

Mr, Carlson said we have some large hog operations in the state. Fanns can fonn cooperatives in 

the state. There are opportunities already to get into high volume, size efficient operations. The 

good thing is people who own those high volume hog operations live here and have to live with 

,,] the operations . 
.,,~_ .. 1 

Senator Flakoll asked if he sees any changes that could be made to current corporate fanning 

laws that would benefit the fanner? 

Mr. Carlson said he has not focussed very much on that subject because he hasn't heard a 

demand for it from his membership. He thinks the current law that allows family fann 

corpol'ations is working quite well. 

Senator Brbele asked if this bill were to pass, would thete be an effect be on small towns in North 

Dakota? 

Mr. Cl:\l'lson said potentially yes, A fann corporation would reduce the cost of inputs and might 

not purchase locally. 

Senator Erbele asked how that would be different from co .. ops coming into small towns and 

affecting the independent businesses. 
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Mr. Carlson said it is different because the co-ops are locally owned but the effect on the local 

businesses would not be different. 

Senator Flakoll asked about the potential benefit of providing an incentive to a good employee, 

by bringing them into the operation. 

Mr, Carlson said it is a good incentive and fanners can do it now by gradua11y giving a hired man 

an interest in a quarter of land, 

John Spitzer, a single fanner from north of Bismarck and chainnan of his township board, 

testified against the bill, (meter# 5065) The key word is "individual'' in the proposed bill. This 

is an opportunity for the leJgislative session for them to change one word an.d its another step to 

the ultimate corporation fiystem. A quarter of land in his township sold rt>.cently to a school 

teacher who turned around and rented it to the fanner who had rented it in the past. The 

opportunity is there now and the return is cash rent. We have the best products and the 

legislature has to invest in sending these products out of state in a box, not in a boxcar. If this 

bill is passed, we will refer it. 

Senator Flakoll asked if gradual participation at a progressive level in a fann corporation would 

be a good incentive for a fann employee? 

Mr. Spitzer said no, the employee should be paid an hourly wage and if he can afford it, he can 

buy land. 

Senator Flakoll asked about the proposed Northern Plains Premium Beef, wasn't that a program 

that would have sent products out of state in a box but there was not enough capital to initiate the 

project? 
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Mr. Spitzer said the state of North Dakota has enough money to do something like that, why 

don't you do it? 

Dave Sadowski, a fanner north of Dickinson, testified against the bill. He brought letters from 

46 others from southwest North Dakota who could not attend the hearing, (meter# 5732) 

Karl Limvere, Chairperson of the Rural Life Committee, North Dakota Conference of Churches, 

testified against the bill. (written testimony) (meter# 5936) 

Rodney Nelson, rancher from Almont and cowboy poet and humorist, testified against the bill. 

(written testimony) (meter# 301, tape 3 side A) 

Roger Zetocha, farmer from Stirum, testified against the bill. (written testimony) (meter # 527) 

Lance Oulleson, junior in Agriculture Engineering at NDSU, testified against the bill. (written 

testimony) (meter# 838) 

Mark Larson, farmer and agriculture lender from Minot, testified sgainst the bill. (written 

testimony) (meter# 1033) 

Stan Stine, farmer from southern Richland County, testified against the bill. (written testimony) 

(meter# 1237) 

Senator Erbele asked what is his opinion of current law? 

Mr. Stine said the current law allows most people to get the financing they need if they have a 

good plan. 

Senator Erbele said Mr. Stine said in his testimony that this bill would bring in corporate money 

to fanning. Wouldn't trus be individual money since only individuals can be a part of the 

proposed corporations? 
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Mr. Stine said members of those corporations could individually invest. They have much more 

money and much more ability to invest. 

Senator Flakoll asked how much money one has to have to be rich? 

Mr. Stine said he will probably never find out. 

Senator Flakoll said Mr. Stine talked about rich interests coming in. What are rich interests? 

Mr. Stine said the opportunities are already here so he doesn:t understand the question, 

Ralph Birdsall, Ward County farmer and member of a REC board of directors, testified against 

the bill, (written testimony) (meter# 1672) He is lucky to have his sons involved in the fann. 

They do not need outside help, his parents helped him get into farming and his boys are fanning 

because he helped them. 

Regarding the hired man, he had an excellent young man working for him and they formed a LLP 

to jointly purchase a combine and the hired man was able to build equity. He has also developed 

different enterprises with his sons to help them build equity. The opportunities already exist 

under current law. 

Myron Blumhagen, fanner from Drake, spoke in opposition to the bill. (written testimony) (meter 

#2079) He also submitted the definition of "actively engaged" from an FSA publication. 

Allen Lund, rancher from Selfridge, spoke in opposition to the bill. (written testimony) (meter# 

2264) 

Dana Brandenberg, from Edgely, testified agai11Jt the bill. (meter #2419) He said greed and anti 

trust are the two reasons he is opposed to the bill. Greed is the driving force of the corporate 

structure. They lie to the people they want to get involved and once the contract is signed they 

tell them to go get a lawyer. They have destroyed our fanns for the last 70 years. For the last 25 
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years, we have watched prices skyrocket while at the same time they have held our product prices 

low. 

Mark Rottenbergor, junior at NDSU, testified in opposition to the bill. (meter # 2512) His father 

started a business a few years ago and received capital from the local credit union. He had a cash 

flow problem and established a line of credit. He recently expanded and went to expand his line 

of credit. They wanted to give him a big loan but he said he just needed the line of credit. We 

just aren't getting it. We don't just need capital but the reason farmers are going into debt is 

because prices are too low. This bill doesn't address that problem. 

Kevin Teigen, originally from Rugby and a freshman at NDSU, spoke against the bill. (written 

testimony) (meter # 2815) 

J Dave Teigen, senior at NDSU and future fanner, spoke in opposition to the bill, (written 

testimony) (meter# 3191) 

Mike Donahue, North Dakota Wildlife Federation~ testified against the bill. (written testimony) 

(meter #3556) 

Pastor Muriel Lippert Schauer, pastor at Bethlehem Evangelical Lutheran Church, testified 

against the bill. (written testimony) (meter# 3709) She said at one time Governor Langer 

declared a moratorium on sending any crops out of the state until the prices increased. He knew 

it was illegal but by the time it was declared illegal, it would have helped. 

Christine Sandland, manager of Fanners Union Oil Company in Selfridge, testified against the 

bill. (written testimony) (meter# 41 SO) 
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Randy Richards, farmer from Hope, North Dakota, testified against the bill. (meter# 4424) In 

our rural communities, people serve on committees and take pride in their communities. The 

outside investors would not care about our communities. 

Walter Hardie, fanner from the southeast comer of North Dakota, testified against the bill, 

(written testimony) (meter # 4629) 

Greg Svenningsen, fanner from Barnes county, testified against the bill. (written testimony) 

(meter# 5003) 

Hans Reinhart, fanner from Cavalier county, testified against the bill. (meter# 5233) Getting 

financing isn't a problem, paying back the loan is. These big corporations will bring in their own 

supplies and won't support local businesses. 

Chainnan Flakoll closed the hearing on HB 1396. 
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Committee Clerk Si 

Minutes: 

Chairman Flakoll opened the discussion on HB 1396. All members were present. 

Senator Flakoll distributed proposed amendments ,0102 from Representative Brusegaard. 

Senator Flakoll went through the amendments with the committee. The amendments would 

change the bill to require 12 members to be related. Some amendments are at the behest of the 

Agriculture Commissioner, indicating the operator must own more than SO% of the shares. The 

amendment al$O defines "actively engaged". The amendments also describe the procedure for 

divestiture which are already a part of code. 

Senator Flakoll thought it would be good for the committee to have a little time to study the 

amendments. 

Senator Erbele confinned that one person would be required to have at least 51 % of the shares, 

Senator Flakoll said there were some concerns heard in testimony regarding a plurality vs. 
' . •,., 

1~ majority shareholder and the amendment addresses this concern. 
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Senator Flakoll also told the committee the clerk has distributed to them the written testimony of 

Robert Bornemann which was submitted this week. 

Chairman Flakoll recessed the meeting of the Senate Agriculture Committee until it reconvenes 

at 2:30 PM in the Brynhild Haugland Room. 

Chairman Flakoll reconvened the meeting of the Senate Agriculture Committee at 2:15 PM in the 

Brynhild Haugland Room (tape 3 side A meter # 15) and opened the discussion on HB 1396, All 

members were present. 

Senator Klein said there were many concerns voiced in testimony last week. The sponsor has 

submitted some proposed amendments to address some of those issues. Senator Klein still has 

some concerns about the "actively engaged" definition. The amendments are somewhat better. 

It was moved by Senator Klein and seconded by Senator Urlacher that the amendments .0102 be 

adopted, (meter #145) 

Senator Seymour said he doesn't think the amendments are that great. 

Senator Klein agreed but said we try to move towards consensus and the amendments do cover 

some of the concerns the speakers voiced last week. He said we should address this and make it 

at least somewhat better. 

Senator Nichols agreed the amendments are an improvement but there are still lots of problems 

with the bill, 

Senator Urlacher said it is an attempt at better form. 

Senator Flakoll said the bill has helped us realize this section of law is in need of a rewrite, 
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Senate Agriculture Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number HB 1396 
Hearing Date 03/06/03 

The motion to adopt the amendments passed 4 - 2 on a roll call vote. Voting yes were Senator 

Flakoll, Senator Erbele, Senator Klein and Senator Urlacher. Voting no were Senator Nichols 

ann Senator Seymour. 

Senator Klein said he still has concerns about the bill. He thinks we need to readdress the whole 

corporate farming issue. 

It was moved by Senator Klein, seconded by Senator Nichols and passed on a roll call vote that 

the Senate Agriculture Committee take a Do Not Pass as Amende.d action on HB 1396, Voting 

yes were Senator Flakoll, Senator Erbele, Senator Klein, Senator Urlacher, Senator Nichols and 

Senator Seymour. No negative votes were cast. Senator Erbele will carry the bill to the floor. 

Chainnan Flakoll moved on to other business of the committee. 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for /l 0 
Representative Brusegaard vuv_. ?, 

March 5, 2003 ,.-1' 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1396 

Page 1, line 3, after "ranching" Insert"; and to provide for compliance" 

Page 1, line 7, overstrike "or a trust for the benefit of an Individual or a class of" 

Page 1, line 8, overstrike "Individuals" 

Page 1, line 21, after "shareholdero" Insert", at least twelve of whom must be related 11 

Page 1, line 23, overstrike the period 

Page 2, line 1, overstrike "2." 

Page 2, line 2, after "momeoro" Insert 11
, at least twelve of whom must be related. For purpose§ 

of this section. "related" means" and remove the overstrike over "wlthlA oAe ef the 
followlAg eiegreee ef l~IAshlp er afflAlty: peFent, soA," 

Page 2, remove the overstrike over lines 3 through 5 

Page 2, line 6, after "&11 Insert "2." 

,-) Page 2, line 12, overstrike the period 

Page 2, line 13, remove "~ 11 and overstrike "A trust or an estate may not be a shareholder or 
member If the beneficiaries of the" 

Page 2, overstrike line 14 

Page 21 fine 15, overstrike "fifteen In number" 

Page 2, line 16, replace "4. 11 with"~" 

Page 2, line 181 replace "5. It with "4." and overstrike "the" 

Page 2, llne 19, remove the overstrike over "one of the" 

Page 2, line 20, remove the overstrike over "shafoheleJofs 11
, remove "principal shareholder", and 

overstrike "must be an lndlvlduallf 

Page 2, lln~, 21, after "et:" Insert "muot hold more than fifty percent of the shares and must be" 

Page 2, line 23, overstrike "at least" 

Page 2, line 24, overstrike "be an Individual" and after "eF" Insert "hold a membership lnterw 
greater than fifty percent and must be" 

Page 2, line 25, after the period Insert 11 For purposes of this section. "actlvely engagedJn 
operating the farm or ranch" means that the Individual contribute& to the product!Q.Q 
actlv!Ues of the farm or ranch on a dally basis and makes the managQment decisions 
affecting the operntlon of the farm pr ranch." 
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Page 2, llna 26, replace "-21" with"~" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "L" with "6." 

Page 3, after tine 1 0, Insert: 

"SECTION 4. COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS· TEN YEARS. 
·· Notwithstanding any other law, any corporation or limited liability company that owned 
farmland or ranchland In this state In accordance with chapter 10-06.1 on July 31, 2003, 
but which on August 1, 2003, Is In vlolatlon of chapter 10-06.1, may have until July 31, 
2013, to comply with chapter 10-06.1." 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 2 30648.0102 
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Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 
Senator Flakoll, Chairman ✓ Senator Nichols V 
Senator Erbele, Vice Chairman v" Senator Sevmour ,/ 
Senator Klein ,..,,,/ 
Senator Urlacher v 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 7, 2003 12:20 p.m. 

Module No: SR-41-4226 
Carrier: Erbele 

Insert LC: 30648.0102 Tltle: ,0200 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1396: Agriculture Committee (Sen. FlakoH, Chairman) recommends AMENDMENTS 

AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO NOT PASS (6 YEAS, 
0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1396 was placed on the Sixth order on 
the calendar. 

Page 1, line 3, after 11ranchlng 11 Insert"; and to provide for compllance 11 

Page 1, line 7, overstrike 11or a trust for the benefit of an Individual or a class of" 

Page 1, llne a, overstrike "lndlvlduals 11 

Page 1, llne 21 , attor "shareholders 11 Insert 11
, at least twelve of whom must be re!ated 11 

Page 1, line 23, overstrike the period 

Page 2, llne 1, overstrike 112. 11 

Page 2, llne 2, after "MoFAeere" Insert 11
, at least twelve of whom must be related. For 

purposes of this section, "related 11 
~

11 and remove the overstrike over "wlthlA aAe 
ef the follewlng aegFeoo of 1,lnel=IIJJ or affinity: fi)afeAt, eeA, 11 

Page 2, remove the overstrike over lines 3 through 5 

Page 2, llne 6, after "3/' Insert 112." 

Page 2, line 12, overstrike the period 

Page 2, line 13, remove 11 3." and overstrike 11A trust or an estate may not be a shareholder or 
member If the beneficiaries of the" 

Page 2, overstrike line 14 

Page 2, llne 15, overstrike 11flfteen In number" 

Page 2, line 16, replace 11 4. 11 with 11 .a,.0 

Page 2, line 18, replace 0
~

11 with 11 4. 11 and overstrike "the" 

Page 2, line 19, remove the overstrike over 11 eAe ef tt=le" 

Page 2, llne ~o, remove the overstrike over "ehar-eheldore", remove "prlnclpal shareholder", 
and overstrike 11must be an Individual" 

Page 2, line 21, after "et=11 Insert "must hold more than fifty percent of the shares and must be 11 

Page 2, line 23, overstrike "at least" 

Page 2, line 24, overstrike 11be an Individual" and after 11 e,11 Insert "hold a membership Interest 
greater than fifty gercent and must be11 

Page 2, line 25, after the period Insert 11f9r purposes of this section. ''actively engaged In 
operating the farm or ranch0 means that the Individual contributes to the production 
activities of the farm or ranch on a dally basis and makes the management decisions 
affecting th& operation of the farm or ranch. 11 

Page 2, llne 26, replace "2.t11 with 11 6. 11 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (4·40) 
March 7, 2003 12:20 p.m. 

Page 3, line 1, replace "L II with •~11 

Page 3, after llne 1 o, Insert: 

Module No: SR-41-4225 
Carrier: Erbele 

Insert LC: 30648.0102 Title: .0200 

"SECTION 4. COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS • TEN YEARS. 
Notwithstanding any other law, any corporation or limited llablllty company that owned 
farmland or ranchland In this state In accordance with chapter 10-06.1 on July 31, 
2003, but which on August 1, 2003, Is In vlolatlon of chapter 10-06.1, may have untll 
July 31, 2013, to comply with chapter 10-06.1 ... 

Renumber accordingly 
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,,..- .. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: 

My name is Jim Teigen. My family and I operate a third-gene:~tion family farm near Rugby in 
~~erce County. Our primary crops are hard red spring wheat, barley, and oH sunflower. 

We say that we are family fanners because we assume all of the risk, are responsible for all 
management decisions, and provide nearly all of the labor for our operation, The only outside 
help that we hire is from my brother, and occasionally a neighbor, to help with combining, and 
that is not necessarily because we couldn't do it ourselves, but because we want to ti)' to 
complete harvest before weather reduces the quality of our grain. 

Our two sons still fann part of our operation as FF A projects, and our oldest son will join the 
opemtion on a full-time basis when he graduates from NDSU in May. 

I speak in opposition to House Bill 1396, not as an expert on corporate fanning, but from 
observations of the potential harmful effects that weakening North Dakota's corporate 
farming law could cause. 

House Bill 1396 removes the relationship requirements from the present law- that appears to 
be the opposite of family farming. 

It also removes the requirement for any of the shareholders to reside on the farm or ranch. It 
appears that the shareholders wouldn't even have to be residents of North Dakota, which 
would allow them to talce all of their profits out of the state - hardly the way to grow North 
Dakota. 

The bill says at least one member must be actively engaged in operating the fann or ranch -
how do we define that? Is it the person who provides the labor? Could it be the person who 
signs the check for input costs? Could it be the person who decides which crop or animal to 
raise? Is it the person who decides when to sell? Is it the person who decides to haul all of the 
inputs from out-of-state, and then truce all of the produce out of state after harvest to selJ at 
other markets? 

My observations of corporations is that they cause the operations to get larger, not stay the 
same size or get smaller. That is not going to increase North Dakota's population. 

We hear that our declining population is one of North Dakota's largest problems. We wrestle 
with raising teacher's salaries to keep them from moving to Minnesota or Colorado. We 
advertise to bring fonner residents back to the state. We give tax breaks to new companies to 
try to strengthen our economy. 

It is ironic that we would even consider a bill like this, which would only encourage out-of
state ownership and the transfer of profits and business out of our rural communities, and 
result in fewer farmers and ranchers on our land. I believe this bill has much potential to 
adversely affect our state, and I urge you to vote do not pass. 
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I would like to share my experiences with "outside investor 
capital''. 

One of our state paper's editorials recently viewed that our current 
anti-corporation fanning law is a "vestige of an earlier age" that 
should be changed. Granted: that law may be a footpritit from the 
past, just like the U.S. Constitution. But it has served North 
Dakota well and has proven to be visionary. Many states would 
dearly like to be in the position we are in now in light of the 
environmental i'nesses they have at present. 

Low commodity prices and bad farm policy, not our anti-corporate 
fanning law, is what has driven family farmers from the land. By 
allowing our out-of-state relatives or investors to invest in our 
farms is not going to improve c~odity prices or change policy. 
Nebraska has done well with a<!orporate fanning law. 

You want to hear some sobering statistics: McIntosh County stiJI 
has a good population for its size. It has 160 farms. 60 of those 
are fanned by fanners from 60 - 70 years old. 80 of those are 
between 50 - 60 years old. 39 farms are between 30 to 50 with the 
majority over 40. 1 fanner below 30 years old. Our future is 
keeping people out on the Ianrl, on family fanns; corporations will 
not do that! 

Rural North Dakota is starting to wake up, albeit too late in some 
cases. We recently have had people moving in from Colorado, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Indiana, New York, Montana, Utah and 
Oregon, the good with the bad! Times were tough and my 
neighbors wanted to retire, pay off debts, etc. The Internet brought 
prospective buyers from around the country. Five years ago one 
farm was bought by an LLP, a vehicle legal in present law, (by the 
way, which was financed by our local Farm Credit office). 
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This group composed of 100 shareholders from Pennsylvania, 
doctors and professional people, who own 11 fanns in 3 states. No 
local people will ever have the chance to farm that land again! A 
large soybean farmer from Indiana, (pushed out from the urban 
sprawl from Chicago) will have the land custom farmed for 
himself; bragging about how he out bid all the locals by 
$7.00/acre. No one could compete with him on that marginal 
ground. He also turned out to be speculator; having sold the 
property he bought at a nice profit. It's a shame the original 
fanners couldn't have pocketed that money too! 

We had a 20000-acre operation from a neighboring state that came 
in and drove the rent up $20.00 acre in just one year. Five retiring 
farmers rented their land to this outfit ( do you think any one else 
got anything). They push the HEL (highly erodible land) as hard 
as they <:an for three years, dumping it, leaving t:ie erosion and 
three Ft. deep gullies behind, then moving on to other new land. 

One mile up the road, the Virginians; owning seven banks, bought 
1300 acres for hunting ( and are looking to buy some more) where 
they come and stay for about three weeks evety October. None of 
these land buyers plan on moving here! The point, is outside 
investors are already here and more will be coming due to urban 
sprawl and the creeping north of the Com and Soybean belt. 

They are attracted to our cheap land and North Dakotans will 
benefit veiy little from it! Hunters are buying all available 
marginal land and driving up prices. Thereby setting a price floor. 
How can young people start up fanning in a competitive 
environment like this today? I'm not sure we'll be able to keep the 
Farmers we have now. Are we going to hang a For Sale sign on 
North Dakota? Are we that desperate for outside capital that we 
are willing to sell out our state's soul all in the name of one sided 

·- . .._,/ economic development (if you can call it that)? 
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As a side issue, I haven't seen any lack of investment capital for 
land ownership. My uncle sold the family home place and said he 
had ten buyers waiting in line, lamenting he sold the place to cheap 
to buyers from western ND. What I do see is a lack of incentives 
to invest in value added cooperatives, which should be good for 
North Dakota. As an investor in AgGrow Oils and Spring Wheat 
Bakers, at this stage of the game due to a lack of profitability and 
high risk in the Ag industry, I doubt ifl will ever invest in any 
instate value-added coop again. There is simply too much risk and 
the farmer always has to bear the brunt of it. 

Finally, the assertion that the law should be changed because "it 
makes job creation in agriculture more difficult," is interesting. 
What type of jobs are we talking about and what pay scale? 
Custom seeding, Custom harvesting, Manure Hauling? It 
basically, would be farmers getting paid an hourly wage to be 
farmers, except they wouldn't farm the land or reap any benefits. 

Surely, our legislators can come up with better legislation than 
passing a corporate farming law that hands our natural resources to 
people solely interested in stockholder profits and who, the 
majority, probably would not be residents of North Dakota either. 

I'm especially frustrated by a legislature that caters to its own 
special interests and seem to be not listening to the people since 
this same issue comes up in every single session! 

Finally, once again, what we need to address is farm income, not 
farm ownership. 

Terry Ulrich, Ashley ND 
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COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE 
ROOBR JOHNSON 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
State of North Dakota 

600 E. Boulevard Ave, Dept. 602 
Bismarck, ND 58505-0020 

Testimony of Roger Johnson 
Agriculture Commissioner 

House Bill 1396 
House Agriculture Committee 

Peace Garden Room 
January 31, 2003 

PHONE (701) 328-2231 
(800) 242-7535 

FAX (701) 328-4567 

Chairman Nicholas and members of the House Agriculture Committee, I am Jeff Weispfenning, 

presenting testimony on behalf of Commissioner of Agriculture Roger Johnson. I am here today 

to testify against HB 1396, which seeks to eliminate the "kinship requirement" in North Dakota's 

anti-corporate farming law, HB 1396 would, in effect, negate the purposefulness of the anti

corporate fanning law in North Dakota. 

Our Anti-corporate Farming Law Serves Us Well 

The anti-corporate farming law was overwhelmingly approved by North Dakota voters in 1932 

and serves our state well. Seven other states have since enacted anti-corporate farming 

legislation. The state of Nebraska has gone further and has made an anti-corporate farming 

measure a part of their state constitution. Why would we weaken our anti-corporate fanning law 

' ,c· . .,.,i 
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when only recently other states have enacted similar safeguards or strengthened their laws? \Ve 

should be cognizant of the lessons others have learned. 

Agriculture has changed dramatically since the 1930's, but the same economic principals remain 

in play. North Dakota is an agricultural state, and agriculture is one of our driving industries. If 

allowed, corporations will farm our land - either directly or with tenant farmers. The anti

corporate farming law is just as applicable today as it was seventy years ago and is responsible 

public policy. It is still necessary to protect the economy of our state and the welfare of our 

independent farmers and ranchers. 

Non-family Members Can Invest in Farms Under Current Law 

Further, our current anti-corporate farming statute does not prohibit non-family members from 

investing in fanns. There are many legal channels available ( e.g. partnerships, limited 

partnerships, etc.,,) for anyone - family or non-family members - to invest in a farming 

operation. 

Supporters of this bill will likely claim that North Dakota farmers need more access to capital. 

While I agree that farmers and ranchers need adequate access to capital, I do not believe that HB 

1396 is an appropriate or necessary way to address that need. 
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Changing the Anti-Corporate Farming Law WIii Not Improve Prices or Economic 

Concentration 

As we are all well aware, prices remain low for many agricultural products and commodities, 

Changing or eliminating the anti-corporate farming law won't do anything about the low prices 

farmers receive for their products. In fact, it will likely exacerbate the problem. 

Another major issue facing agriculture today is economic concentration, spun-ed by the corporate 

bottom line. The driving force for economic concentration is not economic efficiency but rather 

economic power, the exercise of which results in lower efficiencies, poorer services and 

ultimately higher prices for food. This bill would exacerbate economic concentration, precisely 

the opposite;; of what independent fanners and ranchers (and our consumers) need. 

On the state level, agriculture needs tools to help farmers and ranchers develop and use new 

technologies, to grow new crops and livestock and to invest for themselves in grower-owned 

agricultural production, processing and distribution cooperatives. This bill would have the 

opposite effect. 

The bottom line is that changing North Dakota's anti-corporate farming law won't make 

agriculture profitable for North Dakota farmers and ranchers. It will only drive our prices lower 

so the corporate bottom line can improve. Chairman Nicholas and committee members, I urge 

you to give HB 1396 a do not pass recommendation. I would be happy to answer any questions 

you may have. 
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NORTH DAKOTA HOUSE 

Aepreaentatlve Thomas T, Brueegaard 
0lslrict 18 
2994 27th Avenue NE 
Gilby, ND 58235·9802 
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STATE CAPITOL 
600 EAST BOULEVARD 

BISMARCK, ND 58505-0360 

TESTIMONY 
HD 1396 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. What a pleasure it is to be back in 

front of the House Ag Committee. Today I would like to encourage your careful 

consideration and favorable consideration of HB 1396. 

This bill would simply eliminate the requirement that all shareholders in a farming 

corporation have to be related. Shareholders would have to be individuals and 

would be limited in number to 15. The principal shareholder of the corporation 

must be actively engaged in operating the farm or ranch. 

The whole point is to encourage outside investment in North Dakota agriculture. 

This bill would provide an easy, well defined structure for this to happen. 

r/2-r 
The current law has 111saved family farms," but it has limited producer option when 

it comes to acquiring capital. 

This is not a repeal of our corporate fanning law. It makes it better. 

Vote for a DO PASS recommendation on HB 1396. 
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4023 State St 
P.O. Box 2793 
Bismarck, ND 68602 
701 ·224-0330 • 1-800-932-8869 
Fax: 701-224-9485 

~orth Dakota Farm Bureau www.ndfb.org 

NORTH DAKOTA FARM BUREAU 
TESTIMONY ON 
HOUSE BILL 1396 

Good morning Chainnan Nicholas and members of the House Agriculture 

Committee. My name is Brian Kramer and I am representing the 26,000 

member families of North Dakota Farm Bureau. We support HB 1396. 

This bill seeks to relax the restrictions on membership and investment in a 

farm corporation or limited liability agriculture enterprise. Currently all 

members or shareholders of an incorporated farm must be related. This 

requirement would be removed. The bill would change language to state that 

the principle shareholder must be an individual actively engaged in operating 

the farm or ranch or at least one member of a limited liability company must be 

actively engaged in operating the farm or ranch. 

The bill does nothing to allow large corporations to enter the farming industry 

in this state. It maintains the current cap on the number of shareholders that 

can be members. It requires that shareholder be an individual and a U.S. 

citizen. 

ND Farm Bureau supports HB 1396 because it will provide more opportunities 

for capital needed to expand or enhance a farming operation. There have been 

__) numerous bills introduced in recent years, and even in this legislative session, 

, _...) One future. One voice. 
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attempting to circumvent the corporate farming laws for 1 lie explicit reason 

that outside investment is desirable and necessary. If a distant relative or 

business partner wants to invest in a farming operation, they should be able. If 

a farm operator wants to bring in partners to make the operation more 

financially sound or to expand, that should be possible. 

In these days of t<!chnological advances, increased real estate costs and 

intensive capital needs for inputs, it is difficult to understand why this state 

insists on clinging to outdated and outmoded concepts that restrict our ability 

to capitalize ow: operations to make them more viable and sustainable. We 

need to look to the future. We need to expand our financial opportunities. We 

need to relax the restrictive corporate farming laws. We need to pass HB 1396. 

Thank you. I would try to respond to any questions. 
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Each and every person on this list has stated- I would have 
never achieved what I am without n1y experience growing 
up on a small family farm or my association with small 
towns in North Dakota. 

Teddy Roosevelt 
Warren Christopher 
Peggy Lee 
Angie Dickinson 
Lute Olson 
Phil Jackson 
Dale Brown 
Dave Osborne 
Phil Hanson 
2 Astronauts 
Darrin Erstad 

Badlands 
Scranton 
Egelson 
Kulm 
Clifford 
WilJiston 
Minot 
Cando 
Oaks 
New Rockford and Jamestown 
Jamestown 
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Christopher T. Dodson 
Executive Director uml 
Oenerul Counsel 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

House Agriculture Committee 
Christopher Dodson, Executive Director 
HB 1396 -- Corporations in Fanning and Ranching 
January 31, 2003 

I am Christopher Dodson, the executive director of the North Dakota Catholic 

Conference. The North Dakota Catholic Conference opposes House Bill 1396. 

Farming and ranching is not merely an economic activity. It is both a sacred gift 

and sacred obligation. As such, it must be conducted within an ethical, economic, 

and legal framework that fosters justice, families, communities, the common 

good, and stewardship of creation. With this in mind, the conference believes the 

legislature should "support the spirit and intent of North Dakota's Corporate 

Fam1ing Law to preserve and maintain farm ownership and control in the hands of 

family farmers." (Giving Thanks Through Action: A Statement by the Roman 

Catholic Bishops o.; · North Dakota on the Crisis in Rural Life.) 

House Bill 1396 is inconsjstent with this call. The bishops' support for family 

owned and operated entities stems from their belief, supported by experience and 

social data, that such ownership best ensures a just system of agriculture, 

economically, socially, and environmentally. It is consistent with the calls of 

bishops in rural communities across the nation and the laments of bishops in states 

with investor-owned fanning. 

Claims that our anti-corporate fam1ing law ignores the inevitable trends of the 

modem economy reflect a false ideology on the economy and progress. The 

economy is a human-made institution, not an inevitable force. Although our 

current system often falls short of providing a just system of agriculture, the 

choice of how to respond is ours. We should not toss aside something that will 

not solve the problems and has served the people and land of North Dakota well. 

We urge a Do Not Pass recommendation on HB 1396. 

· ,227 W. Broatiwuy, Suite 2 
, Jism1m·k, ND 58501 
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STATEMENT OF 
Karl Llmvere, Chairperson 
RURAL LIFE COMMITTEE 

NORTH DAKOTA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES 

HOUSE BILL # 1396 
CORPORATE FARMING AMENDMENT 

JANUARY 31, 2003 HEARING 
HOUSE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE 

Mr. Chairman. I am Karl Limvere, Pastor of the Zion United Church of Christ of 
Medina. I serve as the chairperson of the Rural Life Committee of the North 
Dakota Conference of Churches. 

The North Dakota Conference of Churches and its Rural Life Committee have 
established goals and objectives defining the common good for rural America. 
We believe that ultimately, the test of any agricultural or economic policy is a 
moral one, Public policy must put human needs ahead of economic profits. It 
must recognize the dignity of humankind and preserve the integrity of God's 
creation. It must foster community accountability and responsibility and self -
governance to give the rural community greater control over its destiny. It must 
create broad-based ownership and opportunity for all. It must strengthen the 
family, the community and the society." 

We envision and support the development of a rural society that promotes the 
greatest potential number of diversified family farming/ranching opportunities 
possible. We support a widely-dispersed structure of agriculture production with 
broad"based ownership that is dominated by resident, owner-operator, family 
farms and ranches. 

We support authentic development in agricultural production systems that 
enhance family and community life1 food security and the stewardship of 
creation. We oppose public policies which encourage or enhance the 
industrialization and corporatization of agricultural productlon. Agricultural 
industrialization is not defined as the use of technology, but instead it is the 
separation of capitalization, management and labor components of agriculture 
into separated and distinct functions. Corporatization is also the process of 
moving ownership and or control to off"farm investors and into vertically and 
horizontally integrated corporate structures. 

We specifically believe that non~family farm corporations should not be allowed 
to engage in the productions of crops 1 livestock, produce fibers or other 
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agricultural commodities. Family farm corporations should be strictly regulated 
and monitored to ensure that they serve the goals and objectives of maintaining 
a family-farm system of agriculture. Corporate farming laws should be 
strengthened and effectively enforced. We oppose the weakening of such laws. 

House bill 1396 would delete the key provision of our state1s corporate farming 
law: the provision that currently requires the corporation to be a family farm. 

If this bill were to become law, there would be little reason to maintain any of the 
other provisions of North Dakota's restrictions on corporate farming. The bill 
would gut the law and would open our state's agricultural resources to unfettered 
corporate farming. 

Our rural communities are facing sufficient challenges as its. Opening this door 
simply pushes them over the edge. 

There is a close interrelationship between a healthy family~far m structure of 
agriculture and healthy rural communitios. This has been repeatedly verified by 
socio!ogical studies, The structure of agriculture that surrounds a community is 
just as an important as the price that farmers receive for their commodities in 
gauging the health of agricultural towns. 

All of us recognize thattirmers 1 rural communities, and all of rural America have 
faced significant difficulties in recent times. We have faced the forces of nature 
and experienced short crops due to drought. disease. and other perils. We have 
also faced the forces of economics and politics! which have further tested the 
limits of endurance of family farmers and the family farm system. Most of these 
things are beyond the control, scope or capacity of state governmen\ to handle or 
address. 

Therefore it is particularly important that in the one area in which the state 
government can and does set policy - the regulation off arming by corporations -
that the state government should place its support. hope 1 and vision with the 
family farmer and rancher. 

I would urge this committee to give this legislation a ''do not pass" 
recommendation and for the House of Representatives to vote to kill the bill. 

Thank you. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Karl Limvere, Chairperson 
Rural Life Committee 
North Dakota Conference of Churches 
PO Box 7251 Medina, ND 58467 
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JOHN D. OLSRUD 
Director 
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AselslMI Director 
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Analyal & Audllor 

JOHN WALSTAD 
Code Re\llaor 

Honorable Tlm Flakoll 
State Senator 
Senate Chamber 
State Capitol 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Dear Senator Flakoll: 

North [)akota Legislative Council 
STATE CAPITOL, 600 EAST BOULEVARD, BISMARCK, ND 68506·0360 (701) 328·2916 m: 1•1!00•386·6888 

February 27, 2003 

You asked us to review House BIii No. 1396 and determine whether the changes It proposes to North 
Dakota Century Code Chapter 10-06.1 would allow corporations such as Cargll!i Tyson Foods, the Ford 
Motor Company, or !BM to own farmland or ranchland In this state. 

Under current law. a corporation permitted to own farmland or ranchland may not have more than 15 
shareholders. Each of the shareholders must be related to one another as a parent, son, daughter, 
stepson, stepdaughter, grandparent, grandson, granddaughter, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, nephew, 
niece, great-grandparent, great-grandchild, or first cousin, or must be the spouse of one so related. 
House BIii No. 1396 removes the requirement that each shareholder be related, 

However, House BIii No. 1396 does not remove the requirement that each shareholder must be an 
lndlvldual. An "lndlvldual." as defined In Title 1 of the North Dakota Century Code, Is a "human belng. 11 

Therefore, House Bill No, 1396 would not allow corporations such as Carglll 1 Tyson Foods, the Ford Motor 
Company, or IBM to own an entire farm or ranch In this state, nor would It allow such corporations to 
obtain a percentage share of a farm or ranch In this state. 

By way of summary, current law permits farm or ranch ownership by up to 15 related lndlvlduals. House 
Bill No, 1396 would permit fairm or ranch ownership by up to 15 unrelated Individuals. 

Please let us know If we can be of further assistance, 

Sincerely, 

L Anita Thomas 
Counsel 

LAT/JP 

E-mall: lcouncll@state.nd.us Fax: 701 ·328·3615 Web site: http://www.state.nd.us/lr 
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,~epresenlatlve Thomas T, Bruliegaard 
Oletrict 19 
2994 27th Avenue NE 
GIiby, ND 68235·9802 
tbrusega@alale.nd.us 

NORTH DAKOTA HOUSE 
STATE CAPITOL 

600 EAST BOULEVARD 
BISMARCK, ND 58505-0360 

TESTIMONY 
HB 1396 

REPRESENTATIVE THOMAS BRUSEGAARD 

COMMlnEES: 
Approprlallons • Education and Envlronmenl 

Division, Vice Chairman 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. What a pleasure it i~ to 
be in front of the Senate Ag Committee. Today, I would like to 
encourage your careful consideration and favorable consideration of HB 
1396 . 

. ~" This bill would simply elirninate the requirement that all shareholders in 
a farming corporation have to be related. Shareholders would have to be 
individuals and would be limited in number to 15. The principal 
shareholder of the corporation must be actively engaged in operating the 
farm or ranch. 

,I! 

The whole point is to encourage outside investment in ND agriculture. 
This bill would provide an easy, well defined structure for this to 
happen. 

The current law has not "Saved family farms" but it has limited producer 
option when it comes to acquiring capital. 

This is not a repeal of our corporate farming law. It makes it better. 

Vote for a DO PASS recommendation on HB 1396. 
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Testimony of Representative Ron Iverson 

On HB 1396 
Senate Agriculture Committee, Sen. Flakoll Chainnan 

For the record My name is Rep. Ron Iverson I represent the SW portion of Fargo and part 

Of West Fargo. 

I am here today to testify in support of HB 1396. My family one hundred years ago like many 

North Dakota families life revolved around the family fann. Today that family fann is gone a 

way of life that my father enjoyed is no more. I stood up on the house floor and spoke on behalf 

ofHB 1396. I told my fellow Representatives that what I knew about farming would not fit on 

the back of a leaflet. But that is not because the desire to farm is not there. There was no 

opportunity. 

Due to circumstances beyond my control my Father, his brother and his sister chose lives away 

from the farm and as my grandmother aged she sold off more and more of her land. In his later 

years my father regretted this decision and wished there was away he could of kept farming. 

Now here we are in 2003 people are still leaving the farm for reasons they only know and those 

who would choose to stay are searching for ways to help their farming operations. 

When I said what I know about farming would fit on the back of a leaflet that was a halfhearted 

Comment because farming is a business and I do know quite a bit about that. The modem 

Farmer is a small businessman and they have to manage risk. Much like other small businesses 

Do and yes even corporations. Allowing outside investment in fanning operations is a logical 

Tool to help spread risk and raise capital. The great thing about HB 1396 is its voluntory if you 

Choose not to use this tool you have the God Given right not too. 
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Opponents of this HB 1396 are seeing the bogeyman where there isn't one and it ls my sincere 

Desire that this committee would allow me to fulfill my dream by investing in a fann. 

I urge this committee in the STRONGEST possible tenns to give HB 1396 a do pass. 
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TESTIMONY ON 
HOUSE BILL 1396 

Good morning Chairman Flakoll and members of the Senate Agriculture 

Committee. tvfy name is Dennis Feiken. I am a young farmer from LaMoure 

and I a:n just starting my career in production agriculture. I raise corn, 

soybeans and cattle. I and many young farmers like me support HB 1396. 

It has been argued that credit is not a problem. Right now for me that is true 

because I have had a couple of good years, But many in production agriculture 

are not as fortunate. They have not built any equity and are hard pressed to 

acquire credit. 

; Thit'I bill seeks to relax the restrictions on membership anri i.'1vestment in a 

farm corporation or limited liability agriculture enterprise. Currently all 

members or shareholders of an incorporated farm must be related. This 

requirement would be removed. The bill would change language to state that 

the principle shareholder must be an individual actively engaged in operating 

the farm or ranch or at least. one member of a limited liability company m.ust be 

actively engaged in operating the fann or ranch. 

The bill does nothing to allow large corporations to enter the farming industry 

in this state. It maintains the current cap on the number of shareholders that 

can be members. It requires that shareholder be an individual and a U.S. 

citizen. 

, _) I support HB 1396 because it will provide more o1,portunities for capital 

needed to expand 01· enhance n1y farming operation. There have been 
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numerous bills introduced in recent years, and even in this legislative session, 

attempting to circumvent the corporate farming laws for the explicit reason 

that outside investment is desirable and necessary. If a distant relative or 

business partner wants to invest in a farming operation, they should be able. If 

a· farm operator wants to bring in partners to make the operation more 

financially sound or to expand, that should be possible. 

In these days of technological advances, increased real estate costs and 

intensive capital needs for inputs, it is difficult to understand why this state 

insists on restricting our ability to capitalize our operations to make them more 

viable and sustainable. Our citizens demand a cleaner environment. By using 

the technological advances available, I can site specifically place pesticides using 

--·-,. GPS technology, saving me time and money and providing a cleaner 

environment through lesser an10unts of pesticides being applied. 

Who would want to invest in agricultu1'e and why? There are many financially 

sound citizens of North Dakota that would embrace the opportunity to invest 

in ou1 most valuable resource, young people, They would gladly invest in 

North Dakota's nun1ber one industry, as it still provides a valuable return on 

investment. They believe in the future and wani to help our youth stay in 

North Dakota and build that future. 

We need to look to the future. We need to expand our financial opportunities. 

We need to relax the restrictive corporate farming laws, We need to pass HB 

1396. 

Thank you. I would try to respond to any questions . 
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Ch::tirman Flackoll, 
Me1:nbers of the Senate Ag Committee 

Thank you for the opportunity of addressing you today on House bill 
1396. 
My name is John Enderle, I farm near Taylor ND. Where I raise small 
grains with very little moisture. That aside I enjoy what I do and I 
think what I do is important. 

I am not itnn1une from the difficulties of family farming in North 
Dakota, foremost an1ong them is the raising of capital for investing in 
equity. I am fortunate to have a bank at my side that will go the distance 
with me, but in the current ag environment they can understandably go 
only so far. I don't have family to invest those kind of funds, where do I 
tum? 

Farming in North Dakota is NOT a bad investment. If land can be 
purchased and rented out it will return about 6 or 7 % on the investment. 
Compare that to cd's or the current stock market and North Dakota in it 
is not a bad investment by any measure. People like me need all the tools 
we can get. 

Whenever the government tries to address this problem I am told I am a 
victim. I cannot make it without a myriad of programs designed around 
the lowest common denominator. I have farmed for myself for 16 years 
and I grew up farming before that but have still failed to realize the 
prosperity in farm programs. 

There would be options available to me with partnerships except for the 
liability involved. America is a free country, why can't I incorporate 
and raise capital from a willing investor from out side my family? I need 
the money, they need a safe place to invest it. We both need the tax and 
insurance advantages. 

operator's signature 
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I really need a no till drill and a better weed sprayer. This type of farm 
technology may be what keeps me and my family on the fann. The 
federal EQIP program has not yet been funded, and it may not be. I need 
another tool, one that is not subject to political whim, one that will not 
have a multitude of strings. Thomas Jefferson stated one should not be to 
quick to grab the bait until you perceive the hook within. 

I am not here to say I have investors beating a path to my door waving 
one million dollar bills at me. But this bill would allow me and many 
others the freedom to find people interested in my way of life. There 
are many people out there who left North Dakota to do well elsewhere. 
Many who still feel connected to this wonderful state and would like to 
return in spirit. Many with money to bring back to North Dakota with 
the right investment environment. 

House Bill 1396 will not drastically change the corporate fanning laws 
~-""'-. in North Dakota. Others here will point that out far better than I. 

L 

House Bill 1396 will not open the tlood gates of ADM's and Cargill's 
and Harvest States coming to buy North Dakota. They could have done 
that long ago. 

House Bill 1369 will simply allow me and others like me a little more 
freedom in how I carry on my life on the farm. 

Chairman Flakoll, Members of the Senate Agriculture committee , 
Please support House Bill 1396 and thank you for your kind attention. 
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Testimony on HB 1396 
Presented by 

Brian Lougheed 

Good morning Chai1man Flakoll and members of the Senate Agriculture 
Committee. l\tfy narne is Brian Lougheed and I am currently a sophomore at 
NDSU. I am here today in support of House Bill 1396. 

As a college student, I am not certain whetl1er I want to enter fanning as iny 
life's vocation. If I do, I want to have the same options as other businesses 
have in securing equity to operate my fanning business. HB 1396 would give 
me that option and put me on a level playing field with other businesses in the 
state. 

With extreme capital requirements necessary for land acquisition, machinery 
and advanced technology, finding equity sources to compete with other 
farming operations is critical. Producers that have been in business for several 

.--._ years and have established a positive equity position are in a better position to 
acquire credit when needed. Additionally, because of the equity interest the 
established producer has, it is easier to find that credit and is generally at a 
lower interest rate than is available to me as person with small equity position. 

Certainly there are options such as the be1:,rinning farmer program. But often 
times those programs are overtaxed and underfunded and therefore not 
available, There may very well be private investment opportunities available 
that do not place me in a credit situation and that can actually place me in a 
better equity position thus allowing me to compete for lower interest rates and 
credit. 

Mr. Chairman, many of my fellow college students support this bill. They see 
the need be on the cutting edge of technology. We cannot wait for ten or 
twenty years to be in a position to purchase and use this technology, We 
cannot be placed in a position of trying to compete with those operating 8320 
John Deere when we are forced to operate a 4020. 

T<;chnology such as GPS systems that allow us to be more efficient and 
enviromnentally ftiendly in placing chemicals when and where they are needed 
rather that using a rag or clotheslines on the end of a sprayer boom, which 
allows overlap and unnecess8ty overuse of chemical. But GPS systems are 
expensive. Granted in the long run they will pay for themselves, but lack of 
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equity can and will prevent my opportunity to use tht! technological advances 
now available and be on a level playing field with others in the agriculture 
industry. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, HB 1396 is not about the availability 
of credit. It is about giving me an opportunity to be in an equity position so 
that my credit cost is competitive with other is the agricultural production 
sector. It is about taking on partners that I am currently restricted from having 
so that I can compete. It is about free enterprise. It is about fairness and 
equity. 

I encourage this committee to give me an opportunity, support HB 1396. 
Thank you. I will try to answer any questions you may have. 
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Testimony of North Dakota Farm Bureau 
On HD 1396 

Senate Agriculture Committee 
By Eric Aasmundstad, President 

Thursday February 27, 2003 

Good morning Chairman Flakoll. and members of the Senate Agriculture Committee. My 

name is Erle Aasmundstad. I am a farmer from the Devils Lake area and President of 

North Dakota Fann Bureau. Thank you for the opportunity to present the opinion of our 

orga11ization on this important piece of legislation regarding ugrlcultural investment. 

Farm Bureau does not view HB 1369 as a 11corporate farming" bill as it is so often called. 

Rather we look at it as a rural investment act. HB 1396 will make it possible for any 

individual to invest in a farm or ranch in North Dakota. In addition, it will allow farmers 

and ranchers in our state the ability to pursue capital for operational expansion and 

diversification. Why should the stewards of the largest industry in North Dakota be 

denied the same opportunities as the rest of the business world? 

This bill is not about letting multiMnational conglomerates control the equity position of 

North Dakota agriculturet as some would have you believe. Quite the opposite. This bill 

is about solidifying the position of family farmers and ranchers. By allowing our frumers 

and ranchers to control the equity, yet take on investment partnerst we open new doors to 

the tlevelopment of agriculture. 

HB 1396 requlr~: 

1.) The investors must he individuals (current statute) 
2.) The shareholders cannot number more than 15 (current statute) 
3.) A trust or estate cannot be a shareholder if the beneficiaries of the trust or estate 

together wHh other shareholders number more than 15 (current statute) 
4.) Each individual shareholder must be a resident of the United States or a 

permanent resident alien of the United States. (~urrent statute) 

One future One·ooice. 
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5.) Principal (majority) shureholdel' must be actively enguged in operating the farm or 
ranch (the family who works the land) (current statute) 

6.) At least 65% of the corporatlon 1s annual average gross income must be derived 
from the farming or ranching operation (current statute) 

7.) No more than 20% of the corporation's annual gross income can come from 
sources other than the fonnlng or ranching operation (current statute) 

In actuality, you see the only change to this section of statute is shareholders no 

longer have to be related. Cleurly, there is no threat to North Dakota family fam1s and 

ranches by the large out-of-stute corporations. The manner in which HB 1396 is 

drafted specifically excludes entities such as Cargill, Archer Daniels Midland, or 

Smithfield Foods from entering any agreement prescribed in this section of the 

Century Code. 

HB 1396 is about investment capital. Opponents have stated that "nccess to 

investment capital isn't the serious problem that some might lead you to believe:' 

Well let me then ask, if this is the truth why are the same people and organizations 

who supported SB 2327, the bill which would have allowed the State, through the 

State Mill and Elevator to take an equity position in private enterprise, so opposed to 

private individual investors participating in free enterprise? Could it be they believe it 

is acceptable for government to invest in private enterprise but not individuals? 

In addition to the previous statement about investment capital, opponents are quoted 

as saying. "Farmers and ranchers are struggling to make a profit. Based on that, who 

would want to invest in agriculture?" Roger Johnson North Dakota Commissioner of 

Agriculture was quoted in many North Dakota newspapers saying, " This corporate 

fanning measure begs the question: who would invest in a North Dakota farm or 

ranch and why?" WhLie low commodity prices are big problem, not having ample 

credit available to diversify or enhance family farm operations is also a big problem. 

Defeatist attitudes will continue to cause North Dakota agriculture to struggle. A 

positive step forward is needed lo move North Dakota agriculture into the twenty-first 

century. Many individuals, including myself, have already made significant 

investments in North Dakota agriculture and many more will, given the. chance. 
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We agree that the public supports and wants a family farm system of agriculture. The 

issue is how to ensure that those family farms have enough investment capital to 

remain viable. The assertion that, because a farm family takes on outside investors, 

they will suddenly only concern themselves with profits for the corporation at the 

expense of food safety and proper stewardship of land and livestock, infers that the 

majority shareholder and family members will suddenly change their ideals. Fanners 

and ranchers are out there doing whut we do in large part for a love of the land and 

the pride that comes from providing the Americ.un consumer with the cheapest, 

safest, must abundant food supply in the world. To think these values will be 

compromised is ludicrous. 

HB 1396 is about opportunity for the future of agriculture in North Dakota. It is about 

the revitalization of the family farm. Seventy years ago, when the anti-corporate 

fanning laws were enacted, North Dakota had 86,000 farms. Today there nre just over 

30,000. The current laws have done nothing to stem the tide of out migration. This 

has to be stopped! Help save the family farm, help it prosper. Help us give young 

people an opportunity to grow and diversify right here in North Dakota. 

HB 1396 is about the free enterprise system und our right to individual self

detennination. How can the State of North Dakota deny a freedom protected by the 

United States Constitution. 

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views. We respectfully ask you give 

this legislation a due pass recommendation. 
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LAND OWNED IN ONE COUNTY IN 1929 IN N.DAK. 

DO WE WANT 1HIS TO HAPPEN AGAIN; THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE 
ON THESE CORP. FARMS WERE CALLED TENANTS 

Minnesota Land and Loan Trust .. •----NW National Life 
Merchants Bank St. Pa1d-----------N Western Tn1St 
Mutual Trust & Life Co .................... N Western Reality Co. 
Minnesota Land & Loan--•------·--.. •-Northem Investment Co. 
Southern Title & Trust Co. Cali£ .. ----North American Life Co. 

,~ Union Centra( ............................ ------Capital Trust Co. 
International Harvester Co.-----------Secwity Bank Detroit 
Occidental Life Insurance--------------NW Holding Co. 
Pioneer Mutual-------------.. ·------- Fidelity Mutual 
First National Bank Mfnn.--.... ·------Mather Inv~stment Co 

By opening the door to outside investors this could happen again. 

Price is the problem, Not capital. Our N. Oak Farmers and Ranchers 
Have Banks, Credit Unions, Farm Service Agencys aU over our state. 

We should all be working together to see that our producers get more mon e Y' 
For their products, HB 1396 does not add a penny to a bu. Wheat or a lb o·F 
bee£ 
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Chainnan Flakoll and members of the Senatt, Agriculture Committee, I am Agriculture 

Commissioner Roger Johnson. I am here today to testify against HB 1396, which seeks to 

eliminate the "kinsltlp requirement" in North Dakota's anti~corporate fanning law, HB 1396 

would, in effect, negate the purposefulness of the anti-corporate farming law in North Dakota. 

HD 1396 is Poorly Constructed Legislation 

There are many tcchnica] problems with HB 1396, which leave many questions unanswered and 

could potentially create serious loopholes in the anti-corporate fanning statute. 

HB 1396: 

• Eliminates reference to the kinship requirement. Section 1, lines 8 & 9, of this 

legislation eliminate the kinship requirement. The elimination of this reference leaves 
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undefined the term "class of individuals." What is a "class of individuals"? What is 

"a trust for the benefit of a class of individuals?" Removing the l<lnship requirement 

seems to make it possible for any indiv.1.dual, anywhere, to invest in a trust. However, 

such trusts seem to be prohibited on page two 1, lines 6-12. 

• Contains a drafting c,,nflJct: Is a stockholder or member un h1dividunl, a trust 

or an estate? ~;:iction 2 of HB 1396 contains inconsistencies and contradictions with 

respect to the "family farm exception," establishing sharehoider/member 

requirements for "individuals" in some ca1,es (Section 2, lines 6 & 16), but leaving 

allowances for a trust or estate to be a shareholder in other parts of the sect.ion 

(Section 2, lines 13-15). Page two, line six clearly states that only "individuals., can 

be shareholders or members (i.e. trusts r1r estates are not allowed), but lines 13-15 at 

least imply otherwise. What really is the intent of these changes? 

• Does not define "prlndpal shareholder." Section 2, line 20, of the bill references a 

"principal shareholder," but neither the legislation (HB 1396) nor the current statute 

define what a principal shareh0!Jer is. "Principal shareholder" is not defined in this 

legislation. It is not defined anywhere in state law, 

What is a principal shareholder? According to Barron's Dictionary of Finance & 

Investment Terms, "principal stockholder" is defined as a stockholder who owns a 

significant number of shares in a corporation. Under Sel;urities & Exchange 

Commission (SEC) rules, a principal stock.holder owns 10% or more of the voting 

• 

• 

stock of a registered company. A "registered company" is defined as a company that • 
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has filed a registration statement with the SEC in connection with a public offering of 

securities and must therefore comply with SEC disclosure requirements, Is this the 

definition that the authors of this legislation had in mind? If this definition is used 

and this bill is enacted into law, family farmers could c1early stand to lose both their 

capital base in the farm and their control over aII decisions relating to the farm 

corporation. 

• Does not define "actively engaged." Section 2, line 24, of the legislation provides 

that at )east one of the members of a limited liability company must be 11actively 

engaged" in operating the farm or ranch. Neither the legislation nor the current 

statute define what "actively engaged" might mean. 

According to USDA, "actively engaged" is drfined as: "An individual shall be 

considered to be actively engaged in fanning with respect to a fanning operation if 

the individual makes a significant contribution of: (a) Capital, equipment, or land, or 

a combination of capital, equipment, or land; and (b) Active personal labor or active 

personal management, or a combination of active personal labor and active personal 

management." What does that really mean? Current USDA interpretation of this 

provision is simply that the "actively engaged" farmer is one who owns some land 

and share rents it to someone else. 
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Is HB 1396 About Control or Capital or Both? 

The many technical questions with this legislation beg the question: What did the authors of the 

legislation intend this legislation to do? My observations of the continued debate over corporate 

fanning have lead to two main issues: capital and control. 

Proponents of this measure continually say that farmers need more access to capital. While I 

agree that fanners and ranchers need adequate access to capital, I do not believe that HB 1396 is 

an appropriate or necessary way to address that need. Previous legislatures have created new 

beginning fanner programs that provide additional access to capital, and this legislature had 

opportunities to create similar tools, such as an equity trust fund for farmers (HB 1369), Those 

are the types of vehicles we should look to for increased access to capital. 

Su~,porters of this legislation also minimize the potential effects that HB 1396 may have on the 

control and ownership of fanns and ranches in North Dakota. HB 1396 leaves many unanswered 

questions - too many in my mind - with rnspect to who may farm and ranch in North Dakota. 

Who will exercise control over this newly created corporate farm in North Dakota'? There is 

nothing to prevent the corporate officers of the largest multinational corporations, XYZ Corp, 

from becoming the new shareholders of any number of new North Dakota corporate farms, 

transferring capital from XYZ Corp to numerous ND frum corporations and exercising 

substantial (perhaps even complete) control over the operation of such ND fann comorationsl 
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If the intent of this bill was just to get capital into the hands of family fanners, this bill goes way 

beyond that intention and may very well hand over control of our fanns and ranches to large 

corporate entities. In addition, outside entities that gain control of farm and ranch operations will 

have exclusive control over additional issues such as land access, hunting rights, etc .. , 

Our Anti-corporate Farming Law Serves Us Well 

The current anti-corporate fanning law was overwhehningly approved by North Dakota voters in 
' 

1932 and serves our state well. Seven other states have since enacted anti-corporate fanning 

legislation. The state of Nebraska has gone further and has made an anti-corporate farming 

measure a part of their state constitution. Why would we weaken our anti-corporate fanning law 

when only recently other states have enacted similar safeguards or strengthened their laws? We 

\ia, should be cognizant of the lessons others have learned. 

Agriculture has changed dramatically since the 1930's, but the same economic principals remain 

in play. North Dakota is an agricultura] state, and agriculture is one of our driving industries. If 

allowed, corporations will fann our land - either directly or indirectly through tenant fanners. 

The anti-corporate fanning law is just as applicable today as H was seventy years ago and is 

responsible public policy. It is still necessary to protect the economy of our state and the welfare 

of our independent fanners and ranchers. Agricultural production should be reserved for 

individual and family enterprises, not coiporate businesses. 

States with Anti-corporate Farming Laws Fare Better 
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A study conducted by Dr. Rick Welsh, Clarkson University, and Dr. Thomas A. Lyson, Cornell 

University (August 2001) confirms something that we already know here in North Dakota -

states that have anti-corporate fanning laws fare better than those without anti-corporate fanning 

laws. 

Anti-Corporate Farming Laws, the "Goldschmidt Hypothesis II and Rural Community Welfare, 

found that. .. "in general, agriculture dependent counties in states with anti-corporate farming 

laws fared better (less families in poverty, lower unemployment and higher percentages of farms 

realizing cash gains) than agriculture dependent counties in states without such laws." 

Why would we want to pass a law that would likely lead to more families living in poverty, 

higher unemployment and lower numbers of fanners making money? 

Non-family Members Can Invest in Farms Under Current Law 

Further, our current anti-corporate farming statute does not prohibit non-family members from 

investing in fanns. There are many legal channels available (e.g. sole proprietorships, 

partnerships, limited partnerships, contracts for deed, secured or unsecured loans, etc ... ) for 

anyone- family or non-family members-to invest in a fanning operation. 

Changing the Anti-Corporate Farming Law Will Not Improve Prlcest Prevent Economic 

Concentrition, or Stop Outmigration 
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As we are all well aware, prices remain low for many agricultural products and commodities. 

Changing or eliminating the anti-corporate farming law won't do anything about the 1ow prices 

fanners receive for their products, In fact, it will likely exacerbate the problem. 

Another major issue facing agriculture today is economic concentration, spurred by the corporate 

bottom line. The driving force for economic concentration is not economic efficiency but rather 

economic power, the exercise of which results in lower efficiencies, poore:r services and 

ultimately higher prices for food, This bill would exacerbate economic concentration, precisely 

the opposite of what independent farmers and ranchers (and our consumers) need. 

On the state level, agriculture needs tools to help fanners and ranchers develop and use new 

teohnologies, to grow new crops and livestock and to invest for themselves in grower-owned 

agricultural production, processing and distribution cooperatives. This bill would have the 

opposite effect. 

Some have even argued that our current anti-corporate fanning statute has not stopped 

outmigration. While that may be true, loosening the anti-corporate fanning law will only hasten 

the demise of the family farm, thereby driving away the economic engine that supports the vast 

majority of rural North Dakota. HB 1396 will most certainly hasten outmigration, not prevent it. 

Conclusion 

The bottom Hne is that changing North Dakota's anti-corporate farming law through HB 1396 

won't make agriculture profitable for North Dakota fanners and ranchers, nor will it keep people 
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on the land. It is much more like1y to result in substantial statutory confusion, more economic 

concentration, less competition, more poverty, higher unemployment and increased 

outmigration, 

Chainnan Flakoll and committee members, 1 urge you to give HB 1396 a do not pass 

recommendation. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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North Dakota Farmers Union 
PO Box 2136 • 141512thAve SE 

Jamestown ND 58401 
PHONE: 701-252-2340 or 800-366-NDFU 

FAX: 701-252-6584 
E·MAIL: ndfu@ndfu.org 

WEBSITE: www.ndfu.org 

TESTIMONY ON HB 1396 

Good morning Chairman Flakoll and committee members: 

My name is Robert Carlson. I am the president of the North Dakota Fanners Union and our organization 

stands in strong opposition to HB 1396. We believe this bill is an unwarranted attack on North Dakota's 

system of family farm agriculture which is the foundation of our state's economy, society, and future. We 

beJieve agriculture is best left in the hands of individual entrepreneurs, who own the land and animals, 

rather than left to corporate investors. 

The sponsors of HB 1396 say this bill is necessary to give producers needed access to investment capital 

and credit to expand their operations and diversify. Access to credit is not what's standing in the way of 

agricultural prosperity. There are plenty of lending institutions across this state that can finance ag opera

tions, What's standing in the way of agricultural prosperity is low commodity prices and high productions 

costs, When the cost of producing a commodity exceeds the price received, no amount of investment in 

machinery, land, or diversification will increase farm income. 

What this bill is really all about is ownership of assets and land. Who or whom in North Dakota do we 

want to own our land and animals? Corporations or family farmers and ranchers? 

This bill will allow corporations to own and control the agricultural destiny of North Dakota. It means, 

MISSION STATEMENT: North Dakota Farmers Union, guldod by lhe principles of cooperation, legislation and education, Is an organization committed lo the prosperity of 
family farms and rural communities. 
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farmers and ranchers will have to compete against the bottomless pockets of corporations to buy, rent, or 

even access land. Opening up our corporation farming law in this way will not guarantee greater profits for 

formers and ranchers. It will not guamntee more jobs. It will not guarantee greater patronage or economic 

returns for rural main street businesses. Why? Because corporations are focused on stockholder profits. If 

a greater return on investment can be realized for stockholders through volume discounts on crop protec

tion products and inputs purchased outside the state, corporations will do so. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, there is no compelling argument to pass HB 1396. Current law 

already provjdes channels for non-family members to invest in agriculture - the very thing this bill claims 

to do. Through legal tools such as partnerships, loans, and contracts for deed, individuals can already 

invest in agriculture in North Dakota and they don't need to form a corporation to do so. 

Furthermore, the language in this bill does not preclude the "principal shareholder" from being an out-of-

,') state investor with a 1arge financia1 risk in a farm or ranch. According to the IRS, an individual who is 

"actively engaged0 in farming or ranching is someone with a financial risk. Which means, we would very 

Jike)y have individuals or corporate shareholders in other states calling the shots on production agriculture 

in North Dakota. That is not the vision we want for North Dakota. 

In past challenges to our corporate farming law, North Dakotans have voiced clear support for keeping 

production agriculture in the hands of fomilies. Other states are now following North Dakota's lead by 

passing bans on corporate control of land, Ii vestock and production, including Nebraska and South Dakota. 

Since passage of Initiative 300, Nebraska's national share of cattle on feed has increased and put more 

control of cattle feeding into the hands of family ranchers, as well as hog production into the hands of 

family farmers. Since the passage of Amendment E in South Dakotat the Joss of farms and ranches in our 

sister state has been reversed and is holding steady. Twice in four years, since the passage of the law in 
! 

'"-· ·' 1998, South Dakota voters have been asked to abolish Amendment E. Both attempts have failed because 

South Dakotans know the value of family farmers and ranchers to their state. 
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Study after study has shown that communities and states do best when ag production is controlled by local 

farm and ranch families. Researchers at Clarkson University and Cornell University published a 20-year 

study that compared agriculturally-dependent counties in nine states (including North Dakota) that have 

anti-corporate farming laws to counties in states without such laws. The results were clear: Communities 

in states with anti-corporate farming laws have lower poverty levels, lower unemployment, and higher 

percentage of farms showing cash gains. 

North Dakota's corporate farming law cannot single-handedly guarantee the existence of healthy, indepen

dent family farmers and ranchers. What it does guarantee is a level playing field that requires all ag 

participants to be liable for their actions and responsible to communities. 

We have an ideal system of family farm agriculture in North Dakota. It is not a relic of the past. It is an 

ideal for the future which other states are emulating. 

HB 1396 is not about economic development or investment capital. It is about opening the door to outside 

ownership of agriculture. And I believe that the vast majority of farmers and ranchers in this state do not 

support this legislation. 

Sound public policy in North Dakota builds family farm agriculture .. .it does not crumble the very founda

tion upon which our state depends. We ask for your support of family farmers and ranchers by voting NO 

on HB 1396. 

Robert Carlson, President 

North Dakota Fatmers Union 

February 27, 2003 

Senate Ag Committee Hearing 
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February 22, 2003 

Senate Ag Committee Chairman and Members: 

I am writing in reference to HB 1396. I strongly oppose this bill and would ask 
that you vote "NO" on HB1396, 

I am a fanner from rural Hettinger County and unable to attend the hearing 
because of falling health. 

This bill would eliminate the "family relation11 requirement and opens up the door 
for corporations to own and operate fanns in North Dakota. 

Some say it will give farmers access to more credit to expand their operation.c;. 
Fanners don't need more credit, that's not what's holding back rural prosperity on the 
farm. The cost of production of our commodities exceeds the price we receive for our 
products -- we need more farm income, not more access to credit. 

The individua]s and companies that will come to invest in our land and control 
our farms will not be concerned about our communities and citizens. They will be 
concerned about their own profits. They won't need to buy their products from our small 
town businesses --w. they'll be buying in volume from larger companies, probably from 
other states, Corporations wiU be devastating to our farmers and ranchers, as they will 
drive up rent costs and land prices, They will kill our communities and dry up our main 
streets. Letting corporations exist as this bill states wil1 take farmers and rancher off the 
land, provide low-wage jobs, and less local spending. 

I beg you to keep agriculture in the hands of families. 

Oppose HB1396 and vote NO. 

Thank you for your concern for rural North Dakota, and thank you for your time. 

Sincerely yours, 
,. 
~ ~ 

tfl,f 3 _ 8~ 6'7 
.IY) ~~ 17. fj~. j' -'iyl, I/~ 
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February 24, 2003 

Senate Ag Committee Chainnan and Members: 

I am a retired fann wife from rural Hettinger County and unable to 
attend the hearing because of failing health. 

I am writing in reference to HB 1396. I strongly oppose this bill and 
would ask that you vote "NO" on HB1396. 

This bill would eli111inate the "family relation11 requirement and opens 
up the door for corporations to own and operate fanns in North Dakota. This 
bill is a huge change to our anti-corporation fanning law. With the proposed 
HB1396 people and companies not even residing in our state would be 
allowed to own and control farm and ranch land. It would undennine the 
equity position of f anners and ranchers who cannot compete with the 
bottomless pockets of corporations to buy, rent, or even access land. 

I have a son and daughter who presently f ann. They would not have 
the resources to compete against big companies. I have a grandson who 
wants to fann and live here on the land. His future would be even more 
uncertain if corporation faming as proposed in HB 1396 would become law. 
We have a current law that already provides channels for non-family 
members to invest in agriculture, and there is no reason to change it. 

I strongly urge you to keep agriculture in the hands of families. 

I ask you to oppose HB1396 and VOTE NO. 

Thank you for your concern for rural North Dakota. 

A very concerned mother and grandmother, 

Yh1. m{orographfc fmegee on thf• fflm are accurate reproductfc,na ot reoorda dellver41d toModtrn Information Systems for microfilming and 
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(ANSI) for arehfval mfcrofilm, NOTtCE: If the fflllltd fmage ab,ove fs less legible than this Notice, ft Is due to the quality of the 
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture Committee, 

In OPPOSITION, I would like to address a number of issues 
regarding HB 1396. 

Our current anti-corporation farming law was estabfished 
by visionary leaders. They realized that corporation 
farming is not the way of the future. Other states who 
have adopted such legislation are now backpedaling ta 
strengthen their corporate farming laws. It has not been 
advantageous t.o t.hose states. 

This bill does nothing to guarantee anything for farmers 
and ranchers or for the people of North Dakota. There is 
no incentive for better prices, greater profits, better 
quatity or safety of the food produced. There ls no 
guarantee of more employment or retention of people in 
the state of North Dakotaf 

There is no guarant.ee there will be job creation, higher 
tax revenues, and expanded markets. ~ means low.wage 
jobs. less local spending. and one-way flow of profrts out of 
our communities, and out of our stat.a! 

Pfease share this information with others and vot.e No on 
HB 1396 

Respectfully, 
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Dear Senators on the J\griculture Committee, 

In OPPOSfTION. I would like to address a number of issues 
regarding HB 1396. 

Our current anti-corpore,tJon farming law was established 
by visionary leaders. They realized that corporation 
farming is not the way of the future. Other states who 
have adopted such legislation are now backpedaling to 
strengthen their corporat.e farming laws. It has not been 
advantageous to those states. 

This bill does nothing to guarantee anything for farmers 
and ranchers or for the people of North Dakota. There is 
no incentJve for better prices, greater profits, better 
quality or safety of the food produced. There is no 
guarantee of more employment or retention of people in 
the state of North Dakotaf 

There is no guarant:ee there will be job creation, higher 
tax revenues. and expanded markets. It means low-wage 
jobs, less local spending. and one-way flow of prafrts out of 
our communities, and out of our sltat.ef 

Pfease share this infonnation with others and vote No on 
HB 1396 

Respe~ully, 

}j",:;//{' /~~--r-------
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture Committee, 

In OPPOSfff□N. I would like to address a number of issues 
regarding HB 1 396. 

Our current anti-corporatJon farming law was established 
by visionary leaders. They realized that corporation 
farming is not the way of the future. Other states who 
have adopted such legislation are now backpedaling to 
strengthen their corporat.e farming laws. It has not been 
advantageous t.o those states. 

This bill does nothing to gusrantee anything for farmers 
and ranchers or for the people of North Dakota. There is 
no incentive for better prices, greater profits, better 
quality or safety of the food produced. There is no 
guarantee of more employment or retention of people in 
the state of North Dakotaf 

There is no guarantee there wiU be job creation, higher 
t.ax revenues. and expanded markets. It means low-wage 
jobs, less local spending, and one-way flow of profits out of 
c,ur communities. and out of our stat.el 

Please share this informatJon with others and vot.e No on 
~~8 1396 

Respectfully, 
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture Committee, 

ln OPPOSJTION. I would like to address a number of issues 
regarding HB 1396. 

Our current anti-corporation farming raw was established 
by visionary leaders. They realized that corporation 
farming is not the way of the future. Other states who 
have adopted such legis,acion are now backpedaling to 
strengthen their corporate farming laws. It has not been 
advantageous t,o those states. 

I ,------
i 
I 

This bill does nothing to guarantee anything for farmers 
and ranchers or for the people of North Dakota. There is 
no incentive for better prices, greater profits, better 
quafity or safety of the food produced. There is no 
guarantee of more employment or retention of people in 
the state of North Dakotaf 

L 

There is no gu1,rant,ee there wilf be job creation, higher 
tax revenues. cmd expanded markets. It means low-wage 
jobs, less local spending, and one-way flow of profits out of 
our communitit~s. and out of our state! 

Pfease share this information with others and vote No on 
HB 1396 

RespectfuUy, 
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture Committee, 

PlffAS~ vote in opposition to HB 1396. 

Mar. 0J 2000 t1:59f=W'I P4 

The proposed changes to our anti corporate farming laws are 
big changes! To remove the concept of family, will 
completely go against our current law. It will allow 
corpor~tion to own, operate and eventually run agriculture 
in this atate. 

These corporations will ship in from out of state 
everything they need to operate these corporate fams. 
They will purchase gaa, fa%m fuel, chemical, tartilizer and 
R~ed from other large corporations who because of their 
buying powar will be able to give them better prices for 
their needed col'liffl\odities. This will leave out mainstream 
North Dakota. Not just the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarter in other parts ot the 
country. Their employees will not be invested in the 
communities of North Dakota to any compar~ble extent. 

The agriculture industry in North Dakota has seen Nor.th 
Dakota through tha good times as Nell as the bad times. We 
are the backbone of North Dakota. We need legi~lation that 
supports and protects our interests, not legislation that 
sells us out, We legislation that increases the price tor 
the commodi t.ies we have! 

Please don't sell us out! Vote NO on HB 1396, 
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~ear Senators on the Agriculture committe~, 

c>la~s~ vote in opposition to HB 1396. 

Mar, 03 20d0 11:59AM P4 

The proposod changes to our anti corporate farming laws are 
big changes! To remove the concept of family, will 
completely go against our current law. It will allow 
corporation to own, operate and eventually run agriculture 
in this state. 

The~e corporations will ship in from out of etate 
everything they need to operate these corporate farms. 
They will purchase gas, farm fuel, chemical, fertilizer and 
R4'ed f .rom other large corporations who because of thoir 
buying power will be able to give them better price$ for 
their needed commoditi~s. This will leave out mainstream 
North Dakota. Not just the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarter in other parts ot th& 
country. Their employees will not be inv~sted in the 
communities of North Dakota to any comparable extent. 

The agricultu~e industry in North Dakota has seen Nor.th 
D~kota through tha good timos as well as the bad times. We 
are the baekbone of Notth Dakota. We need legi3lation that 
supports and protects our interests, not legislation that 
sells us out. We legislation that increases the price tor 
the commodities we have! 

Please don't sell us out! Vote NO on HB 1396. 

Thank you, 
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture committee, 

PleRs~ vote in opposition to HB 1396. 

The proposed changes to our anti corporate farming laws are 
big changes! To remove the concept of family, will 
completely go against our current law. rt will allow 
corporation to own, op,~.rate and eventually run agriculture 
in this state. 

These corporations will ship in from out of state 
everything they need tc> ope%ate these corporate farms. 
They will purchase gas, fatm fuel, chemical, tartilizer and 
,i,,ed from other large c1orporation:, who because of their 
buying powar will be at,le to give thena better prices for 
their needed commodi ti4!:1s. This will leave out mainstream 
North Dakoti,. Not just. the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarter in other parts ot the 
country. Thoir employees will not be invested in the 
COffllftUni ties of North 08.kota to any c()mpa.rable extant. 

The agriculture industt·y i"1 North Dakota has seen No.r.th 
Dakota through tha good times as well as the bad times. We 
,3re the backbone ot Noi:·th Dakota. We need legislation th.at 
supports and protects c1ur interests, not legislation that 
sells us out. We legi$lation that increases the price for 
the commodities we ha vet? 

Please don't sell us outr Vote NO on HB 1396. 

Thank you, 
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Dear Senators on the Agriculture Committee, 

Please vote in opposition to HB 1396. 

The proposed changes to our anti corporate farming laws are 
big changes! To remove the concept of family, will 
completely go against our current law. It will allow 
corporation to own, operate and eventually run agriculture 
in this state. 

These corporations will ship in from out of state 
everything they need to operate these corporate farms. 
They will purchase gas, farm fuel, chemical, fertilizer and 
seed from other large corporations who because of their 
buying power will be able to give them better prices for 
their needed commodities. This will leave out mainstream 
North Dakota, Not just the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarter in other parts of the 
country. Their employees will not be invested in the 
communities of North Dakota to any comparable extent. 

The agriculture industry in North Dakota has seen North 
Dakota through the good times as well as the bad times. We 
are the backbone of North Dakota, We need legislation that 
supports and protects our interests, not legislation that 
sells us out. We legislation that increases the price for 
the commodities we have! 

Please don't sell us out! Vote N0 on HB 1396. 

Thank you, 
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Dear Senators on the Agricultur.e Committee, 

P.lease vote in opposition to HS 1396. 

The p.r.opos®d cha.nges to our. anti corporate farming laws ar~ 
big changoe I 'to .t'ernove the concept of family, wil.l 
c:c1mpletely go again.et our cur.tent law, It will allow 
corporation ·:o own, opernte and eventually run agriculture 
in this state. 

These corporations will ship in from out of stata 
everything they need to operate these corporate farms. 
They will purchase gas, farm fuel, chemical, fertilizer and 
$Ged f=om other l~rge corporations who beoauae of their 
buying power will be able to give them better prices for 
their needed commoditie~. This will leave out mainstream 
~Jorth Dakota. Not just the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarte~ in other part$ of the 
eountry. Their employees vilJ. not be inve!lted in the 
communities of North Dakota to any comparable extent. 

The agriculture industry ,in North Dakota has seen North 
Dakota through the good times as well as the bad times. We 
are the backbone o! North Dakota. K~ need legislation tr.at 
supports and protectLt our intereetsf not legisl,ation that 
sells us out. w~ legislation that incr~ases the price for 
th• commodities we have! 

Please don't ~ell u~ out! Vote NO on HB 1~9~. 

Thank you, 
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Dear Senator~ on the Agriculture Co1Mtittee, 

PleasE! vote in opposition to HB 1396. 

Mar. 0J 2e:E0 11: 59AM P4 

The proposed changes to our anti corporate farming laws are 
big changes! ro remove the concept of family, will 
completely go agai~st our current law. It will allow 
corporation to own, operate and eventually run agricultute 
in this state. 

These corporations will shtp in from out of state 
everything they need to opexate these corporate farms. 
They ~ill purchase gas, faxm fuel, chemical, tartilizer and 
R~ed from other large corporation8 who because of their 
buying power will be able to give them better prices for 
their needed commodities. This will leave out mainstream 
North Dakota. , Not just the small towns, but everyone! 

Large corporations will headquarter in other parts ot the 
country. Their employees will not be invested in the 
communitie~ of North Dakota to any conparable extent. 

The agriculture industry in North Dakota has seen Nor.th 
Oakota through the good times ae well a~ the bad times. We 
~re the back.bone of North Dakota. Ne need legislation that 
supports and protects our interests, not legislation that 
~ells us out. We legislation that increases the price for 
the col"IWOdities we have! 

Please don't sell us out! Vote NO on HB 1396. 
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To Members of the Senate Agriculture Committee~ 

Ae a member or North Dakotas Agriculture Industry, I am opposed to HB 1396. 

HB 1396 weakens the antk:orporation farming raws of Nor1h Dakota. ft does not 
remedy any farm problems that we are experiencing now. The reality is that 
those in the 99rfcoltural Industry don't need more Mcredft". We need a fair price 
for the commodities we produce. We have good Interest rates at banks, 
beginning farmer loans along with flnanciat Incentive programs. 

Our 11non-a9" netghbors can now get lnvowed wfth farming If the)' so desire. 
They can form partnerships, agree to contract for deed, offer secured and 
unsecured loans. In ND we hawt ace.a to a number of legal options for people 
to invest In farming. The only catch ts that now they have to assume some of the 
risk of being involved In agrlculturar 

Please vote no on HB 1306 
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To Members of the Senate Agriculture Committee, 

As a member of North Dakotas Agricutture Industry, I am opposed to HB 1396. 

HB 1396 weakens the anff.corporation farming laws of North Dakota. tt does not 
remedy any farm pr~blems that we are experiencing now. The reality ts that 
those in the agrieuft1Jral induatry don1 need more "credit". We need a fair price 
for the commodities we produce. We have good Interest ratee at banks, 
beginning farmer loans along wtltl flnandal tncemNe program&. 

Our "non-ag11 neighbors can now get Jnvoaved with farming ff they so desJre. 
They can fonn partnerships. ag,ee to contract for deed, offer secured and 
unsecured loans, In ND w. hlMJ acoesa to a mmber of legal options for peop,e 
to inwest In farming. The onty catch Is that now they have to MSume some of the 
rtslc of being involved In agricutturer 

Please vote no on HB 1396 

Respectfuly, 

c;,<J~n,; ~ ~ 
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To Members of the Senate Agriculture Committee, 

Ae a member of North Dakotas Agriculture Industry, t am opposed to HB 1396. 

HB 1396 weakens the anti-corporation farming lawl of North Dakota. It does not 
remedy any farm problems that we are experiencing now, The reality ts that 
those In the sgrieuftural Industry don't need more •credit". We need a fair price 
for the commodffles we produce. We have good Interest rates at banks. 
beginning farmer loam a~i>ng wtlh flnandat Incentive programs. 

Our •non-ag" neJghbDrs can now get JnVONed with farming If they so desire. 
They can fo,m partnersh.,a, agree to contract for deed. offer secured and 
unsecured loans. In ND we have access to a mnber of Jegal options for people 
to invest In farming. The only catch Is that rWNI they have to assume some of the 
risk of being Involved in agrlcuttural 

Please vc:a no on HB 1396 

Respectful)', "" 
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weire fflMtd fn the regular courae of bu1fneH, Tht photo0raphfo process mtets atandarct. of the American National Standtrds lnttftutt 
(ANSI) for archival microfilm, NOT?CE: If th~ fflllltd Image ab.ove Is less leotble than this Notice, it Is due to the quality of tht 
doc1.111ent being ff lmed. 
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To Members of the Senate Agriculture Committee, 

Al • member of North Dakotas Agrtculture Industry\ I am opposed to HB 1398. 

HB 1386 weakena the antf-co,poratton farming faM c,J North Dakota. It doea not 
remedy any farm problems that we are experiencing now. The realty ta that 
thoee In the agricultural Industry don't need more •credtt•. We need a fair price 
for the commodtnes \Ne produce. We haw gooct lnter,Nt rates at banks, 
beginning farmer loans along with filanaiel Incentive pfl">grams. 

Our "non-eg,. neighbors can now get Involved with fanning if they so dettre. 
They can form partnerships, agree to contract for deed, nffer secured and 
unsecured toan,. In ND we h~ve acceea to a number of legal options for people 
to Invest fn fanning. The onty catch Is that now they have to aseume some of the 
riek of being Involved In ag,tcutturel 

Plea1e vote no on HB 1398 

R88f)edfuUy, 

G)Jd,/. 13~~ 

I 

,'. ':, I ~F;~~' 
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F'AX t-0, Mar. 0J ;?000 12 : S9AM Pl 

To Members of the Senate Agriculture Committee, 

Aa a member of North Dakotas Agricutture Industry, I am opposed to HB 1396. 

HB 1396 weakens the anti-corporation farming laws of NOfth Dakota. ft d0tt1 not 
retnt)dy any farm problems that we are experiencing now. The reality is that 
those in the agrlcuttural lnduti,y don't need more 11eredtr. We need a fair price 
for the commodltkts we prOduce. We have good rntereet rates at banks. 
begfnnlng farmer loans along wtth ftnanaal fncentiwJ programs. 

Our •non-ag" neighbors can now get Involved wfth fanning If they so desire. 
They can fonn partnenhipl, agree to contract for deed, offer secured and 
unsecured loans. In ND we have ~• to a number of legal options for people 
to invest In farming. The only catch ts that now they have to assume some of the 
rtsk of being lnvmed In agrteultUrel 

Please vote no on HB 1396 

Respectfully, 

Thi 
111

tcrogrephlc 1mcigea on this film ere accurate reproductlo.ia of reuorda delivered to Modern Information Syetf1'1'19 for mtcroftlmlng and J 
werre 11lllltd In the regular course of bl.Jalnea8, Th• photographt~ prooeaA meets atandards of th~ Amerfcan National St~ndarda Institute 
(ANSI) for archfval mfcrofflm, N0T!C&1 Jf the ftlllltd hnage el:\ove ,~ lees legible than this Notfr:ie, It fa due to the qunltty of the _ 

docunent being fflmed. ~,, ""· "'
1
~~~in \6 \ -o lo 3 __ 
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I am writinq y('lu tl)dcJy in oppo~J.tion or HB 1 JH, 

I Ml hea.rinq that thh bill will '~open <Joo.c·.•" for f'imer& c1.nd ,u.nchflr.-.~ 
,11'1 liilll. 'f'hll; ;i-.. r,1;11; t;htt l;r.ut..t,. ll.\tiJlfft'Jly it Wl,U (?}1,HJ(,t dut>.1':'I~ t:o 
r.-u-m•t:r. and ,:,inch1u·," • 

Even now in tough times, w• htlVff ~,9oot'iel" aomp4'tincr with nmighbor 
rcnchtr to acquire enough r~ed .~ot th'lil' cattle. W• are struggling to 
tnaJce aound financial docil'l.i.on:,. Can we aHor:d to pay 1110rc tor p,u1ture 
nnt? When does the price of. hi..y c:,et too hi9h? When docn, br.eecJ.L.n9 
stock go tn m~rkat h~cause l u~n•t afford to buy fA~d tor them? 

0p0nin9 t~h• <.i<Jor to cot,:,outions with bottomhu pocltftl:t" i1l no answ-er 
,1nd t.d1ould not bCI con:r.ldftrf9d ~n option. It wil.t only wealcon our A~ 
eoonoay evan moro. 

Keep in mind1 it is not fAJmere and ranQhera aakinq fort.hi~ b1lll It 
!1 not in the best intern~t of NO tor thi~ b~ll to become l~wl 

Date 
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Mar, 03 2000 11: S8AM P2 

I am wi:itinq yC1u l:l.)d11v in oppo~i.t..lon or ff8 lJSJt;, 

r am h1!,11dnq thctt thi::i bill will "open <Joo(.~" fo, r-..r.m.ec~ dnd ~~nc.'iE--;~ 
.i•, NIL 'l'h~I •. 11:1 NH, 1,h-. l,futh. lllt.tmc1~i1:!l,y ·iL wJ.1,1 c:1,)S<- dQ()r.r~ t.1> 
t,·a·mAt'r~ onrJ riinc:hArn, 

Ev~~ n~w in tough times, w~ h~vA r.~no~er ~omp~tinq with neighbor 
ranchttr to acquire ~nough ttQd ~o,: th~i,· cattle, w., are struggling to 
ffl~ke sound financial doci~io"~• Can we afford to pay more to~ ~natura 
tijnl:'! When doe,s the prlru~ or hi:ty get too hiqh? Whl!ln d()cl'I b.r.Hd.i.09 
~toe~ qo tn m,nlcnt hMause 1 c~n• t afford to buy fA~d f.o.r: them? 

Opon1n9 th• <Joor to corpor~tions with bottomie~= poc~~t~ i~ no answer 
,)nd t.•hould not: b~ c0M.\d111r-,d t11n option. Ir. wi 1.\. i,nl.v WO.i\kcn our 'A<J economy evDn mnro, 

~eep in mind1 ~t is not f~rmere ~nd r~nchera a~ki~q for thlij bill! :t 
h not ,\n Che best: internnt 01: ND tor thi11 b.i.l.1 to beao1M l.-wl 

d del I eel to Modern Information syateme for tnlcrofflmlng and Tht mlcrogra))hlo lmegea on thta film &re accurate reproc:kJCtfona of rec~~asmettav:~andards of the American National Standards Institute 
wcire fHmed tn the reoulr course of buslneHt Tft'1~tl09rri'f"a~!:°ts leH legible than this Notice, It le due to the quality of the (ANSI) for archival microfilm, NOTICEI If tPI ma 

docunent betna fllmod, »,.., lb,(~\,y'3-tb) \6\ ~ [q:~ 
Operator's Slgnature 
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Mar, 03 2000 11: SEn1 P2 

I am writinq yc,u toct1&y in oppo~J.Uon c,f HB 1396, 

I am hea.cinq that thh bill will "open doo.r·.'l'" foe f1;1,r,n.ers tlnd .r./lnch(llr,., 
.lf1 ~n. 't'h~t:. ,il;I f'll)t Uut l;~ut..t1. lT.ttiJnQt•ly it. w·J.U cl,,a .. dol)r.1~ la) 
t,u-mftr,_ and 1.''>nohiun, 

Ev~n now in tough times, WQ h4Vff t~~oher comp~tinq with neighbor 
unchCfr to acquire enough teed for: <:h,:,J.r c:attle. W11 are struggling to 
make eound financial doci~ton~. C•n we afford to pay MorQ tor pa~tur8 
.c·1:1nt7 When does the price of. h!iiy 9et too hi9h? When doo11 br.EtedJ.n9 
stock qo to m,,.t'lcflt hMouse I c~ra' t afford to buy !A~d tor th•? 

Op0nin9 l~hc, uor,r to oor,>or.:stions with bottomler;:i poclc-.t~ i:31 no answer 
11nd t.1hould not be coM.idfllJ"ftr.l im option. It wi U ,,nly wc.i1kan our AtJ 
eoonomy even mQro. 

t<eep in 11ind, it i.t not fiu:rnere and r~nohe.'t'G uki,ac, for thi.r; billt It 
ia not in the best interr.~t of ND tor thi~ btll to beoome l~wl 

RGrip•ct.fuU.v, 

. ~ k. Jho/--
'IJP,,( 7tJ 7 

e~ ~ ~ JJ-r-, 

~~ /'-'J>-'i 

Tht, Mfcrooraphf c flnaigea on thts f1 lm er• accurate reproductions of records del tvered to Mocklrn Information systems for mtcrof t Lmfng and 
IH!re fflMtd In the regular course of bu&fntH, Tht photo0raphf0 proceas meets atendards of the American Natf onal Standards Institute 
(ANSI) for archfval mfcrofllm, NOTJC~1 Jf the fflmed f11119e eQOve Is less legible than this Notice, ft ts due to the qi.1allty of the 
docl.lMnt being ff lrned, 

Operator's Slgnature ' Date 
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FAX l-0. Mar, 03 2000 11: 59:lM P2 

I am wrii:inq yc,u t1.>ch1y in oppo1:tJ.t.lon of HB .lJ!H;, 

r 41n hearinq that thh bill will "open <.loo.t:·.," fot f1;11.t111er$ ilnc.l uncht'tl:'., 
,1(1 ~IL 'l'h,at; .il!I ni)I: l;h-. tru.U1, ll,\tia\at.ttly jc wl,l,,l. Cl1)9~ duor.,~ bo 
tnrm-r~ ind rnn~hArA, 

Evi,n now in tough times, wot h,1vt1 c~nohe.r. uomp~tJ.nq w.Lth neighbor 
rancher to acquire enough r~~d ~ot th~i~ uattle, w~ are struggling to 
fflake aound ,financial doci~io"3• Can we affotd to p~y more for pa~ture 
.utnt? When does the prJ.ca ()f hi:.y 9et too hiqh? When doo11 br.&e<J.Ln9 
1:1toclc qo tn m,1.l'l<f'lt b~t:ouae I can't afford to buy !Aed for them? 

Opening t:.h• <Juor to oorporo1tions With bottomleu poclc~t::~ J.1) no answer 
1rnc:J t~hould not be coM.idfllrftd ti1n option. It wi l.l. ,,nl:y woo!\kon our A~ economy ev~n moro, 

l<eep in mind, it b not to1.x-"'ere and ranohers aakit1Q for t:h i,r; bill I rt 
La not in the best interr.~t of ND tor thiR btll to beaomc lawl 

Ronp,.c.,tful l,y, 

I 
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L Thr. ,nfcrographfc fma;ea on thfs fflm are accurate reproductions of records del f vertd to Modern Jnformatton Syste!l'l9 for mtoroftlmf ng and 
weire filmed fn th8 regular course of bualne••• Th, phctooraphfo process meets atanderda of the Arnerican Natiortal standards lnatftute 
(ANSI) for archival mfcrofflm, worrce: If the filmed !mag& ab.ovo ts leas legible than thfa Notice, tt fa due to the quality of the 
d<Jcunent bet ng ff lmed, 
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Tht Mtcrogrephto tmages on this ftlM ere accurate reproductfona of record~ delivered to Modern Information systems for mlcrofllmfng and 
weire filmed In the reouler course of buslneaa. Th• photographic proceaa meets standards of the Amerfcen Netfonat standards Institute J· · 
(ANSI) for archival mtcrofllm, NOTtCE: If •h• ftllll9d Image e~vo la leaa legible than this Notice, tt ts due to the quality of the 
doci.rnent being fflmed. ~~ ~ 01\..i 

:=D,,, M ~l&J:ib \6 \~lo 3 
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Thr, mf orographic fma;&a on this ff lm are accui·ate reproductions o~ records del tvered to Modern lnformatf on systems for mfcrof I lmh'9 and 
wcire filmed fn th• regular course of buafneaa, Th• phot09r1phlo proeeas meets atandarda of the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) for archival mlorofflm, NOTICE• tf the filmed Image ab,ove la leas legible than this Notice, It fa due to the quality of the 
docu-nent being f I lmed, 

operator's signature 
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Allen L. & Randeen Schulz 
Rural Route 1, Box 41 

Mott, North Dakota 58646 

February 24, 2003 

North Dakota Senators hearing Corporate Farming Bill 1396: 

We are writing to you to encourage you to vote "NO" on the 
Corporate Farming Bill HB1396. 

We ask you to vote against this bill to keep the "FAMILY 
RELATION" requirement as it currently reads, whereas members 
of a ND Corporation have to be related by blood or by marriage. 

We do not want to see the Family Farm operation die! We are 
working hard and doing our best to carry on family farming 
operations in this great state. We feel the fact that North Dakota 
has kept this states virtue Family Farm orientated says a lot for the 
people of North Dakota. 

Some people feel that by passing this bill, that it would give credit to 
farmers to expand their operations; but ample access to credit 
already exists in the state and most farmers obtain it without a 
problem. 

Passing of this bill will not stop the outmigration that is occurring in 
North Dakota. This bill will further depopulate North Dakota. 

Thr, mfcrographfo fmagea on thfs fflm are acc:urate reproductfons of records dtl f vered to Modern Informatf on Systems for mlcrof flmfng and 
weire fflMtd fn tne regular course of bualneaa, Th• photographic proceaa meets standards of the Amerfc~n HatlOl"lal Standards lnatftute 
(ANSI) for archival mfcrofflm, Norrce1 If the ffllll8d fmage al\Ove fs less teglbl~ than thfo Notice, It la due to the quality of the 
docunent befng f Hmed, J 



,-.. The passing of HB1396 will not help grow rural econonties, jobs, 
~ and businesses in North Dakota. Corporations are focused on 

stockholder profits. If a greater return on investment can be made 
for stockholders through volume discounts on crop protection 
products and inputs purchased outside the state of ND, corporations 
will do so. 

L 

r 

If this bill passes, it will allow corporations to own and control farm 
and ranch land in North Dakota without any of them needing to be a 
North Dakota resident residing on the farm or ranch. 

The American public supports and wants food produced in a family 
farm system of agriculture. Opening the door to corporate farming 
under the guise of job creation, higher tax revenues, and expanded 
markets is foolhardy. Corporation farming means low--wage jobs, 
less local spending, and one-way flow of profits out of communities. 

Please don't take the "Family Farm Relationship" out of North 
Dakota. KEEP AGRICULTURE IN THE HAND OF 
FAMILIES .... something North Dakotans have valued for 
generations. Please vote "NO"! 

Sincerely, 

Allen L. & Randeen Schulz 

f d deli ed to Modern Information systems for mtcrofllmfng and 
Th~ mlcrograph1o Images on this filmfa~ rccurateT~ep~o:::,~ p~=:~esmeetsv:~andarde of the American National Standard& lnat1tute 
wcire filmed In the regulerlclourseNOoTICE a nelfeat.he ft'med Image above Is lees legible than thfa Notloe, ft fe due to the quality of the 
(ANSI) for archival mlcrof m. 1 • 

docLJMnt being fl L~. ,-; ~~~h' \6J '6 \O 3 _ t°NA b:bo ¼(1, ) " Date 
operator's Signature 
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February 25, 2003 

Senate Ag Committee Chairman and Members: 

I am a 48 year old farmer from rural Hettinger County·. I started 
fanning with my brother in 197 4 and run now on my own on my 
grandparents farm with my wife and 2 younger children. I have 2 boys that 
have already left the farm, one of which dearJy wants to come back. 

I am writing in reference to HB1396. I strongly oppose this bill and 
would ask that you vote "NO" on HB1396. 

,. 

States with "anti-corporation11 farming laws fare better than 
agriculture-dependent states without s11rh Jaws. There is less unemployment, 
less families in poverty and higher. percentages of fanns realizing cash gains. 

) 

I 

I truly believe this bill would be a death notice for our small towns 
,..,.... immediately, which in turn would affect the states general fund. A 
_./ corporation will buy its inputs and services where they best reflect a return 

for their business. This buying would more than likely be direct purchases 
from out of state. Consequently the profits these corporations make would 
aJso be spent out of state. 

We need to kill this bill to' save our srnan towns and the whole state. 

I urge you to keep agriculti.re in the hands of "Local Familicsfl and 
help keep our main streets open. 

Again, I ask you to oppose HB 1396 and VOTE NO. 

Thank you for your tin1e. 

O:::l·'~·u ~ 
DarrelJO~r 

Rte 3, Box 30 
Mott, ND 58646 

• ◄ I, /• 
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we.re filmed fn the regular course of butfnetl, Tht photographic proceos meets atandarde of the Amerfca~ Natfonal Standards lnatftute 
(AWSI) for archival microfilm, NOT1ce1 Jf the fflllltd lm&ge a~ve Is less legible than this Notice, I~ Is due to the quality o~ the 
doei.ment bel ng ff lmed, 
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MEMO 

Febru~~Y 24, 2003 

North Dakotc\ Stc\te Senc\tors~ 

TWhe1.:rE~ilalsking you to vote "No" '"'n HoL•se 
.., " ~J , Bi 11 11 HB13t,611. 

concerns "Cor-por c\t.e F' ann.i ng". 

Si nt:er,:il y, 

~~ 
Connie Haberstroh 
503 I owffl Ava. · 
Mott, ND 58646 

L,o..; ,$.:f/4~ 
Leal it;.> Haberstroh 
5(i.;.( r owli."\ Ave. 
Mott. , NO 58646 

Tht. mfcrogrephfo l111ages on thf a fflm ere accurate rept•oductfona of records dfl fvered to Modern tnformJtfon systM fur mfcrofflmfng and 
we.re fftmed fn the r~lar course of buAlneaa. Tht photographic proceH meets standards of the Atl,r 11 •fcan Netfonal Standttrds lnstituto J 
(ANSO for archival microfilm, NOTICE, If the flllftfd Image ab;ove ta less legible th1m thts Notli..e, It fB clue to the quality of the 
docunent being ffl,nlld, ~ (?_ 1111'- '. 

1::x?l\,rv,. ½(:~~),µ. .~----- ,6\.:&lo3 
operotor's signature Oete 
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I am writln<J you t.odoy J.n oppo~it.ion o:t' HB D96. 

I nm h~n.r.tng tr.nt this bill wil.l "opsm ctoora 11 fo:r: fannon and ranchers 
in NO. That i! not the tr.uth. Ultimately it will clcee doors to 
famer~ and rancher~. 

lilvf,,n n<lw .in touqh ·!::Lm$t9, we have rancher c0tnpeting ttith ncdghbor 
ranohec 'l:.o 4\oqu.l.re anou~h feed for thQir aa.tt tn. Wo 1>r.!il atru.ggling to 
f\ak• tound final'l0.ial decisions. Cim we of .ford to pay r11or8 ro.c pasture 
t'~mt1 When doei, the p:rice of h11y gli!ll'. t,c,c, hJ.gh? When do~a breiJdinq 
11t0c,k 90 to U\a.I'ket because I can't nt.tord to J:my r.eed for the:m'l 

Opening th~ doo~ to eor~rationa with botto~lees pocket~ is no answ.!r 
and should oot be con~idered an op~ion, It will only weaken o~r 1\g 
economy even more. 

!(~e-p in 111ind; it Le not: f&1."lt\ers und ranchers aaking -fm:· thJ.s bill J :t 
le not in tho ~e~t interest ot ND for thie bill to h~~om& lawl 

Respect. .tull,y, 

/~f'-~Lt 

Operator's Slgnature 
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Main Identity 

From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

"Jeri Lynn & DeJon Bakken" <jdbakken@sdplains.com> 
"Connie Kathrein" <ndbeef@pop.ctctel.com> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2003 9:35 PM 
Letter to Senators 

Bakken Ranch 
2307 5th Ave NE, Lemmon, SD 57638 -- phone: 701/376-3333 

fax: 701/376-7077 -- email: jdbakken@sdplains.com 

Dear Senators, 

[ oppose HB 1396. My name is DeJon Bakken and [ farm and ranch in Adams County with my wife 
and two children, 

Supporters say HB 1396 will give fanners access to credit they need to expand. Credit is not the 
problem, low commodity prices are. 

Supporters say it is not aoout letting multinational companies control the equity positions of 
agriculture. It is about opening new doors to farmers and ranchers. HB 1396 will allow corporations to 
own and control farm and ranch land in North Dakota. It will undennine the fanners and ranchers that 
have to compete with the big corporations to buy, rent or even access land, HB 1396 closes doors on 
producers. 

Supporters say that the anti-corporate farming law has done nothing to stop out-migration or save 
family farms. HB 1396 will onJy add to the problem of out-migration! If corporations are aJlowed to 
invest in land in our state and run land prices up, more people will be leaving the state. 

Supporters say HB t 396 will help grow rural communities and jobs in North Dakota. HB 1396 does 
not guarantee greater profits for fanners and ranchers or greater patronage of rural main street. If 
corporations can get a volume discount out of state they will do so to keep their stockholders happy, 

Supporters say corporate fanning is the way of the future. However. several states that have had 
corporate fanning are now attempting to strengthen their laws to keep ag1iculture in the hands of family 
fanners. 

Family fann agriculture is the cornerstone of North Dakota's economy and society, please don't throw 
it away. 

Please Vote NO on HB 1396. 

Thank You 
DeJon Bakken 
Adams County 

' .... ... 

2/26/2003 

' 
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Main Identity 

From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

"Bill and Connie Hourigan" <hourlgan@sdplains.com> 
<ndbeef@pop.ctctel.com> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2003 6:37 AM 
1396 

GoOd Morning Connie 
I have enclosed a letter for you to print out and take to the Senate Ag Committee hearing, that will sa\le you a 

trip. Thanks for doing this. 

Members of the Senate Ag Committee: 

We are fourth generation farmers and would like to see the family farmers stay in North Dakota, We urge you to 
vote NO on Senate BIii 1396. Our current law already provides channels for non-family members to invest In 
agriculture. 

Thank you for your time on this. 

Bill and Connie Hourigan 

Adams County 

2/26/2003 
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February 25, 2003 

To: Members of Senate Agriculture Committee: 

I am opposed to Senate passage of House Bill 1396 which changes the Anti
Corporation Farming Law by allowing outside corporations membership. 

Access to credit from non-family corporations is not what's holding North 
Dakota agriculture back. It is simply the prices we receive for our agriculture 
products due in part to big corporation marketing control. In my area, the big 
farmers are getting bigger every year - credit isn't holding them back. Out 
migration from farming and North Dakota is continuing to happen without 
escalating it by allowing big corporation funding of the state's farming industry. 
Spend your time and efforts on marketing and pricing legislation. 

The Anti-Corporation Farming Law currently allows family member farming in 
North Dakota. This bill will change that complexion. Out-of-state big 
corporations can become the principal operators of the farm by this bill. There 
goes the "family farm" that North Dakota has prided itself with and which other 
states are trying to model after. 

Our current anti-corporation farming law allowing family corporations is doing 
its share of hurting small town main street. Bigger corporate ownership would 
only accelerate main street decline through bidding for supplies and services, 
I ow-wage jobs, and profit leaving the towns and North Dakota. 

Our state and this legislature have enough problems to deal with right now 
without adding to our state's agriculture problems by approving HB 1396. Vote 
it down. 

Dennis L. Johnson 

d~f'.~ 
Farmer - Rancher, Adams County 
Reeder, North Dakota 58649 
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February ~J.2003 

Dear St!nators. 

Would you share this with your members of the senate when you discuss House Bill 1396. 

I am not in favor of trus bill passing. 

Access to credit is not what is standing in the way of agricultural prosperity. low commodity 
prices are. When the cost of producing a commodity exceeds the price received, no amount of 
investment in machinery, land or diversification will increase fann income. 

I worry about how this bill removes the "family relation" requirement and aUows corporations to 
engage in production agriculture. Our current law already provides channels for non-family 
members to invest in agriculture. 

House Bill 1396 will allow corporations to own and control farm and ranch land in North Dakota. 
Undermining the equity position of fanners and ranchers who will have to compete against these 
corporations to buy, rent and even access. I am afraid this bill ultimately closes doors to 
producers. It undermines family fa.rm agriculture which is the cornerstone or North Dakota's 
economy and society. 

Also, the bill states "the corporation's principal shareholder must be an individual actively 
engaged in operating the farm or ranch." That individual does not need to be a North Dakota 
resident or reside on the farm or ranch. An out-of-state investor with a large financial risk in a 
fa.rm or ranch could certainly be defined as "actively engaged" in that operation. 

I worry about our 10cal businesses because of this bill. If a greater return on investment can be 
realized for stoc, .. 1ulders through volume discounts on crop protection products and inputs 
purchased outside of the state, corporations will do so. 

Many states that have welcomed corporation fanning are now attempting to ctrengthen their laws 
to Keep agriculture in the bands of families, something North Dakotans have valued for 
generations. Opening the door to corporate fanning under the pretext of creating jobs, higher tax 
revenues, and expanded markets is reckless. Corporation farming means low-wage jobs, less local 
spending, and one-way flow of profits out of communities. 

Please vote NO on HB 1396. 

Thank you. 

j/4.<~ ~ 
Bruce Hagen 
1406 15 th Avenue NW 
Reeder~ ND 58649 

..... .i 
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Ft=bruary ."!J.2003 

Deur St:nutor!i. 

Would you share this with your members of the senate when you discuss House BiU 1396. 

l am not in hvor of this bill passing, 

Access to credit is not what is standing in the way of agricultural prosperity. low commodity 
prices are. When the cost of producing a commodity exceeds the price received, no amount of 
investment in mai;:hinery. land or diversification will increase farm income, 

I worry about how this bill removes the 11family relation" requirement and allows corporations to 
engage in production agriculture. Our current law already provides channels for non-family 
members to invest in agriculture. 

House Bill 1396 will allow corporations to own and control farm and ranch land in North Dakota. 
Undennining the equity position of farmers and ranchers who will have to compete against these 
corporations to buy, rent and even access. I am afraid this bill ultimhtely closes doors to 
producers. rt undennines family fann agriculture which is the cornerstone of North Dakota's 
economy and society. 

Also, the bill states "the corporation's principal shareholder must be an individual actively 
engaged in operating the farm or ranch.'' That individual does not need to be a North Dakota 
resident or reside on the farm or ranch. An out-of-state investor with a large financial risk in a 
frum or ranch could certainly be defined as "actively engaged" in that operation. 

I worry about our local businesses because of this bill. If a greater return on investment can be 
realized for stockholders through volume discounts on crop protection proclncts and inputs 
purchased outside of the state, corporations will do so. 

Many states that have welcomed corporation fanning are now attempting to strengthen their laws 
to Keep agriculture in the bands of famiUes, something North Dakotans have valued for 
generations, Opening the door to corporate farming under the pretext of creating jobs, higher tax 
revenues, and expanded markets is reckless. Corporation fanning means low-wage jobs, less local 
spending, and one-way flow of profits out of communities. 

Please vote NO on HB 1396. 

Thank YJ}U. 

'-4t~·u;tt{ Cl<YrJ 
Cheryl Hagen J 
1406 I 5th Avenut: NW 
Ret.'der, ND 58649 

operator, a itgnature · 
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Ka~e and Dale Schoeder 701 853 2391 

-\t~enrwn 
\~r.:1 D:lbm1 ! I<.111:-;e r.f Re:-,r .. ~-:-.:nrntiv ►.!'s 
Bism,m:!: ~[) · 

Subj~i.:t: Houi,e Bil! 6 !296 AJlowi1:g 1:orporac~ forrrur.g in ~forth Dakota insp::e 
Of !h~ fact that sud1 a bill hus r~pl!at~dl:,, bl!en def~ted in ti::: !lSI fif\:- ::e:ir!i 

It s~ems to m~· that t½is statt! t.'as many more :mpertant m:rnl!r~ :o :1ddrc:--;3 
[ hav~ Jived in this stat~ for fifi\' vears since we were 'Tlarried or. a fann. lt i~ ha~d 
Tc find a reason for :;uch a bill.· The only reason that ! cnn -,ee for sut.:h ab:!! i., 
That (t would go hand Lil hand with the bill thai would eliminate incomt- t:t~e~ 
For torpcrntinns. At one time. there was law that allnwed '.'!or:h Dakmi 
Corpor,..1.icn:; :o be exempt frcm im;cme taxes. I assume rhis exemption is .-till 
In p!ace. 

There :s r~all~ no need for such a bill. The 'itate of ~ebraska ha) !aws to pre•, em 
Corporate far•ning. Every thing thai: ~·ou read indicates that the state ruu, protited 
From such a law. Wt:' already h~ve other avenues to pursue that are \.vor:..:abl~ for 
A~riculrurc, .\gricu.lture has problems. Thi~ state has a ·,ery big problems with 
Our populaticn leaving the st1:e. Our st3.te is fi..'rtur~ate that we do hnve ossett 
However, now as in the past hundred plus yeurs. we havt' had a problems with 
Corporatil)ns that took the pr'.lfits 5-om our stare elsewhere. Many corp'Jrntions 
In the past never felt the need t.n pay a thing wage or a fair price for our 
'Products. 

Events of ti1~ la$t s~v1~ral years have really tainted the word corporation. 
It is hard to beliei.,,e rhat the Enron disaster has had an effect m our area 
It is vei;.· apparent that Enron and uther companies tclt no obligadan to 
The stockhoHers and the employees. 

We hope that you will defeat the bill to allow corporate forming [t :re\!ms 
To us that H.dvanccment of corporme cul~ure dimate is not in :he best 
I!!t..:11:s( \'..f the 1.:itizens of this stute 

Kay~ Schoeder 
Da.1~ Sd~;.;11).for 
1905 rnth St SW 
Ret.'Cie~ :-,; D :•8640-913 l 
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STATEMENT OF 
Karl Llmvere, Chairperson 
RURAL LIFE COMMITTEE 

NORTH DAKOTA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES 

HOUSE BILL # 1396 
CORPORATE FARMING AMENDMENT 

February 27, 2003 HEARING 
SENATE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE 

Mr. Chairman. r am Karl Limvere, Pastor of the Zion United Church of Christ of 
Medina. I serve as the chairperson of the Rural Life Committee of the North 
Dakota Conference of Churches. 

The opportunity of land and how it is distributed is one of the most fundamental 
questions that faces any society. Land is a sacred trust in our relationship with 
each other and with our understanding of the divine. The Biblical heritage of the 
Judea-Christian community puts our relationship with land and land ownership at 
the very center of our understandings of justice. 

The North Dakota Conference of Churches and its Rural Life Committee have 
established goals and objectives defining the common good for rural America. 
We believe that ultimately, the test of any agricultural or economic policy is a 
moral one. Public policy must put human needs ahead of economic profits. It 
must recognize the dignity of humankind and preserve the integrity of God's 
creation. It must foster community accountability and responsibility and self•· 
govtxnance to give the rural community greater control over its destiny. It must 
create broad-based ownership and opportunity for all. It must strengthen the 
family, the community and the society." 

Land cannot be treated as a commodity. Just as the Homestead Act signed by 
President Lincoln sought to create an abundance of opportunity for settlement of 
the West by Independent operators, how we, as a state, govern the ownership of 
agricultural land resources determines the kind of opportunity that our land 
provides to future generations. 

The North Dakota Conference of Churches and its Rural Life Committee 
envisions and supports the development of a rural society that promotes the 
greatest potential number of diversified family farming/ranching opportunities 
possible. We support a widely dispersed structure of agriculture production with 
broad-based ownership that is dominated by resident, owner-operator, family 
farmn and ranches. 

,,I 



I llve In a community that was primarily settled by Germans from Russia. From 
them, I have learned an old German proverb. 1'The best fertilizer for the land is 
the footprint of its owner." 

We support authentic development in agricultural production systems that 
enhance family and community life, food security and the stewardship of 
creation. We oppose public policies that encourage or enhance the 
industrialization and corporatizalion of agricultural production. Agricultural 
Industrialization Is not defined as the use of technology. but Instead It Is the 
separation of capitalization, management and labor components of agriculture 
into separated and distinct functions. Corporatization is also the process of 
moving ownership and or control to off-farm investors and Into vertically and 
horizontally integrated corporate structures. 

We specifically believe that non-family farm corporations should not be allowed 
to engage in the productions of crops, livestock, prciduce fibers or other 
agricultural commodities. Family farm corporations should be strictly regulated 
and monitored to ensure that they serve the goals and objectives of maintaining 
a family-farm system of agriculture. Corporate farming laws should be 
strengthened and effectively enforced. We oppose the weakening of such laws. 

Hout1e bill 1396 would delete the key provision of our state•s corporate farming 
law: the provision that currently requires the corporation to be a family farm. I 
have bean involved in agricultural policy for some three and a half decades. I 
have seen this particular approach numerous times before this legislative 
assembly. What you would have left under this bill is a subchapter S corporation, 
which is designed to meet specific requirements of the federal tax code, but has 
nothing to do with any real or meaningful restrictions in terms of agricultural or 
land resources. 

This bill not only guts the corporate farming law, but it also guts the carefully 
crafted legislative compromise that shaped the current law \/\!hen it was updated 
in the 19801s. That compromise provided for increased enforcement capability of 
the law, while allowing farm families to incorporate. Nothing has changed that 
signlficandy in agriculture since that time to justify breaking that delicate 
compromise. 

If this bill were to become law, there would be little reason to maintain any of the 
other provisions of North Dakota•s restrictions on corporate farming. The bill 
would gut the law and would open our state•s agricultural resources to unfettered 
corporate farming. It would foster a new round of economic cannibalism within 
our farm community. It would encourage the industrialization of agriculture and 
the transfer of ownership of agricultural land resources and production to off-farm 
interests. 
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This legislation would serve the interests of an economic elite at the expense of 
what we know as the family farm system of agriculture and the communities 
those family-farms support. It would reduce the opportunities of land in the 
profession of farming and ranching for a new generation on the land. 

Our rural communities are facing sufficient challenges as it is. Opening this door 
simply pushes them over the edge. 

There Is a close interrelationship between a healthy family-farm structure of 
agriculture and healthy rural communities. This has been repeatedly verified by 
sociological studies. The structure of agriculture that surrounds a community is 
just as an Important as the price that farmers receive for their commodities In 
gauging the health of agricultural towns. 

All of us recognize that farmers, rural communities, and all of rural America have 
faced significant difficulties in recent times. We have faced the forces of nature 
and experfenced short crops due to drought, disease, and other perils. We have 
also faced the forces of economics and politics, which have further tested the 
limits of endurance of family farmers and the family farm system. Most of these 
things are beyond the control, scope or cepacity of state government to handle or 
address. 

Therefore It is particularly important that in the one area in which the state 
. --•-.. government can and do~s set policy- the regulation of farming by corporations -

that the state government should place its support, hope, and vtsion with the 
family farmer and rancher. 

Rather than facilitating lhe corporatization and industrialization of agriculture and 
extending an invitation to make North Dakota more of an economic colony, we 
need to resist these forces, including this legislation, with every fiber of our 
political and economic will. Instead, the legislature should be seeking out and 
developing innovative approaches that would encourage a new generation to 
establish homesteads within the profession of family farming and ranching. 

I would urge this committe,J to give this legislation a "do not pass11 

recommendation and for the North Dakota Senate to vote to kill the bill. 

Thank you. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Karl Limvere, Chairperson 
Rural Life Committee 
North Dakota Conference of Churches 
PO Box 725, Medina1 ND 58467 
zionucc@daktel.com 
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NORTH DAKOTA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES 

Member Denominations: 

Amedcan Baptist Churches of the Dakotas 

Church of Brethren, Mon"Dak Area 

Church of God (Anderson) 

Episcopal Diocese of N.D. 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Eastern ND Synod, Western ND Synod 

Moravian Church in America, Northern Province 

Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., Presbytery of the Northern Plains 

Religious Society of Friends (Quaker) 

Roman Catho1ic Church, Bismarck Diocese, Fargo Diocese 

United Church of Christ, Northern PJains Conference 

United Methodist Church, Dakotas Conference 

Associate Members: 

Catholic FamiJy Service 

CHARIS 
Church Women United 

Home on the Range 

Jamestown College 

Lutheran Social Services of North Dakota 

University of Mary 

North Dakota Chaplains Association 

Unitarian/Universalist Fellowship 

The Village Family Service Center 
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Senate testimony. Feb. 27 2003 

My name is Rodney Nelson, My wife Teri and I have a small cattle ranch at 

Almont I am here to testify against this biIJ. 

For the life of me I cannot see how this bill could be of any benefit to me, my 

neighbors, or any average North Dakotan. I am even surprised to see that a bill that 

would benefit so few and could harm so many, would even be up for consideration. 

I keep a few replacement heifers eve'i'Y year, I try to keep the best heifers and sell 

the rest. It is too bad North Dakota doesn't foJlow the same poJicy. The best crop this 

state has ever produced is our people. For too many years we have exported the cream of 

the crop and kept the rest. Maybe that explains why this bjl] keeps coming up. 

Many of you know me as a cowboy poet and rural humorist. 1 was speaking at a 

meeting in Nevada one time and a fellow came up to me after my presentation and asked 

me if l ever wrote any funny poems about hired men. ''No" I told him, "I am too close to 

that position myself. Besides, I never heard of a hired man who had a good job.'' The 

man walked away disappointed but I meant it, 

All I ever rea11y wanted to do was own and operate my own ranch. I wanted to 

live that life because I understand and appreciate the freedom and satisfaction that comes 

from being your own boss. That very freedom gives me the opportunity to testify at this 

heaiing this morning. 

I feel fortunate that 1 was able to raise my children in such an environment. I 

have a very humble operation but when we ride out in the pasture I am proud that my 

kiqi can say those are our cows, not Mr, so and so's cows. 
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I know of a hog operation in southern Iowa that runs 100,000 sows. They say on a 

good day, or a bad day, depending upon how you look at it, you can smell that hog 

operation up to thirty miles away. 

Sometimes when I get really frustrated, I wish there was a comparable hog farm 

right on the NW corner of Bismarck so our legislators could have a constant reminder of 

just what corporation farming could do for No11h Dakota. 

For some seventy years, North Dakota has stood strong against corporation 

farming. I am hoping our senators will find the "right thing" easy to do, and will soundly 

defeat this bill. 
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Good Morning, Mr. Chainnan and members of the Committee. My name is Lance Gulleson 

from Rutland North Dakota, I am 20 years old and a junior at NDSU majoring in Ag Engin. 

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to express my concerns regarding HB 139(. and to 

share my experience as my brothers and I explore a future in fanning, I don't know what my 

future holds, but I know that I love the fann and the lifestyle that comes with living there. 

Four years ago my two brothers and I began a haying and cutting business. It started out as a 

way to help make ends meet on the farm and to keep us all busy during the summers, but we 

soon realized that it was also helping us to build a foundation for a future in farming. We started 

slow with used equipment. But as the business has grown, our banker has provided us with 

ample access to credit so that we can buy the additional equipment required to keep up with the 

customer demand. This past summer we cut and baled approx. 5000 acres for 35 customers, 

Someday, we would like to be able to buy some land of our own. Under the current law, my 

brothers and I would be good position to compete for land that becomes available, Because of 

the good relationship that we have build with our banker I know that we would be able to access 

sufficient capital. But, I doubt that I would ever be able to compete with the assets of a large 

group of investors or a corporation for that same land. By opening the door to unrelated, 

outside investors, this state would be sending the message to me and all of the other young men 

and women who may want to farm that you have given up on the next generation of North 

Dakotans. 

The heart and soul of our rural communities lies in the people that live on those fnms. They 

support the businesses, schools, churches and the families that live there. I know first hand how 

these communities support their neighbors. This past Sunday morning the shop on our farm 

burnt down and we lost all of our tractors and equipment to feed our cattle, Within hours, 

virtually every neighbor from a 10 mile radius had called or stopped in to offer their assistance or 

equipment to feed, I'll always remember that kindness and can only hope to repay it someday, 

But, I also have to wonder what will happen as more and more of our land is bought up by 

individuals and groups of investors who will never make their homes in our communities. 

I respectfully ask that you reject this bill. Thank you, 

. ,- .. "' 
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To whom it may concern: 

My name is Murk Larson, a resident of Minot, ND. I am actively involved in production 
agriculture as a farmer. 1 have also been an agricultural lender for 22 years. 

Proponents to House bill 1396 gives great merit to the fact that if this bill becomes law 
farmers will have access to the credit they need to expand their operations and diversify. 

Lenders statewide are aggressive in the area of lending money to farmers, Farm Service Agency 
has implemented a number of good products to provide dollars to beginning as well as established 
farmers for the purchase or refinance of farm reaJ estate. FSA has also made available a guarantee 
program which lenders from the private sector have access to as an additional toot they can use to 
eliminate some of the risk when minimum capital is a concern. 

Farmers statewide have access to farm loan programs which promoted significant financial 
incentives for beginning farmers. Individuals not related to agriculture also have ample 
opportunity to invest in agriculture. Farmland is sold everyday to private investors or individuals 
seeking an investment in agriculture. They too, can also qualify for a loan to purchase agricultural 
real estate. There is a wide array of tools that individuals can use to acquire agricultural assets 
including partnerships, contract for deed, balloon payments, loans from private and public lenders, 
and the list goes on and on. 

House bill 1396 if approved will put one more nail in the coffin to abolish North Dakota's anti
corporation farming law. North Dakota's anti-corporation fanning law was a rock when it was 
originally written. Air tight, no loopholes, if you get the analogy I am trying to portray. A rock 
wilt crack, crumble, and tum to dust if a hammer and chisel stay at work long enough, Please 
put your hammer and chisel down now and vote no on House Bill 1396. 

Respectively submitcd, 

t)161k 1. /.,~ 
Mark F, Larson 
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. · -, Chairman Flak.oil and Committee Memhers, 

Thank you for the opportunity to address this t~ommittee. 

The buzz in North Dakota for the past IO years, or so, has been "economic development.,, 
We've distributed local and state development funds to companies or business that might, Just 
might, have a positive effect on our economy. Agricultun, is still the biggest industry in the state 
and has always contributed to North Dakota's economy. Now someone is trying to ruin itl 

By passing l-IB1396 the House told me, "You family farmers can't make it. We give up 
on you. We think some else can do your job better." That's disgusting! 

I want to impress upon you the fact that family farms and independent livestock producers 
stlll make the tills ring in Hankinson, in Velva, in Harvey, in Watford City, and yes- even in Fargo. 
Without the family farms support none of these cities would be what they are today, You people 
need us. 

When I've gone to my ag lender with a well thought out plan for a farm endeavor, which 
shows profit, I've been able to obtain a loan. If some larger operations need money trom outside 
investors maybe they don't have a very good plan to begin with. 

A lot of us operating farms don't have an abundance of extra cash but we are making it. 
The last thing we need is to have to compete with corporate money that will raise our cash rent 
and our land purchases. To do this will result in disaster and accelerate the migration of young 
people out of North Dakota. 

Living on a fann in rural North Dakota is very rewarding. Outside corporate investors 
may destroy that opportunity for many young North Dakotans. 

If you believe there is something out there worth saving, I ask you to send this bill out of 
this committee with a unanimous, I repeat - unanimous, DO NOT PASS recommendation. Then 
go to the microphone when this bill comes up before the vote in the Senate and tell your 
colleagues that this bill is no good. This bill is poison for the economy of North Dakota. 
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Senate Hearing on HB 1396 
Thursday, Feb. 27, before the Senate Agrlculture Committee 
Sen. Tim Flakoll, chairman 

My name Is Ralph Birdsall. I am appearing In opposition to HB 1396. I'm here today on 

my own behalf, drawing upon my own experiences as a Ward County farmer and as a member 

of a rural electric cooperative board of directors. 

As a farmer, I'm concerned about this bill. It states the prl· 1lpal shareholder must be 

actively engaged In operating the farm or ranoh and also must be a U.S. citizen. My question Is 

this: What does It mean to be actively enc;aged In operating the farm or ranch? 

Is this making cropping decisions? Deciding when to sell farm products? Making finance 

decisions? When to plant or when to harvest? I submit these decisions could be made from 

anywhere In the United States, using today's modern technology and telecommunications 

systems. Any one of these decisions could be used to Justify being 11actlvely engaged" In 

farming, All that person would need Is hired help who could be rell1d upon to follow Instructions. 

This concern about having persons who live outside the state controlling the farm, leads 

me to my second concern. If this scenario develops, what will it do to hasten out migration? We 

have a big problem with out migration already ln rural, rural North Dakota. This Is a particular 

problem for organizations Ilka the rural electric co"op on which I serve, as we struggle to raise 

the revenues needed to repay the large Investment we've made In the rural areas. We have 

been a very active player In community and rural economic development In the past, and will be 

In the future. If the legislature approves HB 1396, I'm concerned that it will hasten the 

deterioration of the rural areas as those living outside the state could control more and more 

farming operations. This will make It more difficult for the local RECs to keep up the 

Infrastructure In rural North Dakota. 

I trust this committee will r've these questions and other concerns serious consideration 

as you consider this blll. I would appreciate a Do Not Pass recommendation. I'd be happy to 

answer any questions you might have about my testimony. 

Ralph Birdsall 

10306 324 St. NW, 

Berthold, ND 

. aperetor' • s\;;ifure 
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Opposed to HB1396 

I am Myron Blumhagen, a farmer from Drake and am opposed to 

HB1396. 

One of the many reasons why I am really opposed to this bill concerns 

the principal shareholder, which in Section 2, #5 states "the corporation's 

principal shareholder must be an individual actively engaged in operating 

the farm or ranch." 

I received from the Farm Service Agency the ru1es for an indjvidual to 

be "actively engaged,,, Although the rules are about 30 pages Jong, I have 

, :) attached 2 of the pages which show basically they need to contribute a 

significant amount of capital and personal management. They do not need to 

be on the farm or even in the state to do this but yet can be the principal 

shareholder. 

The laws we have now already allow anybody to own land and be a 

part of a fann operation. Some of the land that I farm is rented on a 

sharecrop basis. The landlords live out of state so this money from ND's 

production leaves the state and none of it is spent here. We do not need 

another law to sell out ND' s equity and create more sharecroppers on the 

Jand. I urge you to oppose this bill. 

. ,/,:,,,,ll, 
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Par, 131 
131 G-:neral Constder:atlons 

A 
lntroduct1011 For an individual or' entity to be considered ''actii,ely engaged in farming.' t.he 

purticipant must make £l ~i gnificunt contrib~nion r>' certain farming irp• . .its. 'this 
para.graph lists and defines ~hese contributioris. 

---------------------i----~------
B 
Geocral In genera.Ii for l:ln individual or entity t.o be consic ered ''11ctively engo.ged m 

farming." rhe 'requirement~ of this !able must be rl et. ProvfsJons 

ltem 

N ... ~ ,, -"' , huh h :\I, !<4't(,,~.J 
.Ji I° \ t.:1 h + h(_\ 1 ·,d · 

:R equin.m~nt .J 

Signifit:ant "left-hanu11 contnbu.._t-io_n_s -to_th_e_f_a_rrt'-.lJ>_g_o~p-e-.ra-t-io-n-tiO-f_l _o_r: combination of . 

the following: 

• capital 
• land 
• equipment. 

i 
\ Note1 See pru-agn\phs 2 74 and 195 fo,r exceptions. 

2 j Significant "tight-hand" tontdbutioris :o the fam,ing operntio of J or a ccmbl.nati0n of 
i the following: 
! 
i • active personal I abor 
I • active personal management. 

Note: Sec paragraph 132 for e.xception. 11----+---------'----------------------t---------·-

C 

3 A claimed sharf. of the: profits 1Jr losses from Lhc farming operation that is commensurate 
with contributions to tht farming operauon. 

4 I Contr:butions that are at risk. 

Deffoido.n of 
Caplt._1 

For payment limitation pt:tposes, capital consists < f the. ftrndlng "' ,. .. provided 
by a11 individual or entity to the farmir1g operatior for the op~ration tr) c,..1n,\uct 
fa1ming activities, 

ContimMd on the next page 
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Par, 131 

··.) 131 General Considerations, Cont/n,_~_ed ______ -+---------

G 
Active Per$onal 
Management 

-

Active personal management is defined as ersonally providing: 

• the general supervisil)n and direction of activities and labor Involved 
in the, farming operation 

• services, whether performed on-site or -site, reasonably related 
and necessary to the farming operation, 'ncluding any of the 
following: 

supervision of activities necessary in 

~ business-related actfons that include isc.retionary decision 
making 

• evaluation of the finandal conditfon d .11eeds 0£ the farm..lng 
operation 

• assist.ani:e in structuring or preparin financial reports or 
analyses for the farming operation 

• consultations in or structu.rlng of bus ness-related financing 
arrangements for the farming operat on 

• marketing and promoting agricultur commodities produced by 
the farming operatJoa 

• acquiring technical information used in the farming opetatlon 

• any other management £unction nee 
operation and for which the operati 
charged a fee. 

' ~.-.. " 

~.ry to conduct the f armlng 
would ordinarl.ly be 

Continued on the next page 
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February 27, 2003 

Members of The Senate Ag, Committee, 
My name is Allen Lund, I am a rancher from Selfridge, N,D. 

I stand in opposition to H.B. 1396, I fail to see how this bilJ in any way will benefit the 
people and the economy of North Dakota, Instead I foresee devastating consequences that 
it wil1 bring to the rural sector of our state. 
'For example: I try to practice good stewardship on 
my land and add conservation practices to better benefit future generations. I believe a 
corporation would fann the profit out of the land and move on to greener pastures, 

I patronize our sma11 town businesses when ever possible, because I believe they are an 
asset to me and my community, I believe a corporation would buy and sell in mass 
quantities, therefore bypassing our local businesses and forcing them to close their doors 
in the future. 

I practice wildlife conservation and welcome hunters on my land. I believe a 
corporation would make a business out of hunting and implement hunting fees, 

If H.B. 1396 is passed, I believe it will negatively change our North Dakota heritage as 
we know it today, endanger our small communities, increase out migration of our 
citizens and bring an end to our states family farmer and rancher, 

I ask you to vote no on this bill. 
Thank you, 
Allen Lund 
Box 194 
Selfridge, N.D. 58568 

(701) 422~3747 
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My name is Kevin Teigen, I am currently an Ag Economics major at NDSU, and 
today I am speaking on behalf of the North Dakota Farmers Union, myself, and my 
generation. 

Today we are debating the question of corporate farming, but in essence I feel that 
we are determining the future of our entire industry, and the fate of our rural 
communities. 

Proponents of HB 1396 claim that corporate farming is a move in the right 
direction. I say that this step toward vertical integration will only take us straight down. 

You have heard the argument that by allowing outside investors into production 
agriculture, producers will have access to enough capital to put out the crop. Outside 
investors are NOT going to be the saviors that these producers are hoping they will be. 
The primary aim of these investors would be to make money, not to save a struggling 
family farm. This means that the operations benefiting from this bill are those profitable 
operations that aren't struggling to make ends meet. THIS BILL WILL NOT LEVEL 
THE PLAYING FIELD; IT WILL CREATE AN UPHILL BA TILE FOR FAMILY 
FARMERS. Family-sized farmers, whether they are just starting their career or are 
already well established, will not be able to compete for land bids with these 
corporations. This translates into a vital portion of our population being forced to try to 
make a living elsewhere. 

Another part of the bill that concerns me is the vague description of ownership 
requirements. The bill states that the principal owner or shareholder must be "actively 
engaged in operating the farm or ranch." (p2 sec.5) What does actively involved mean? 
Does it mean the person who runs the combine? Does it mean the person who keeps the 
records? Does it mean the person who signs the checks? Is it the person that decides to 
get the supplies from a wholesale provider instead of the local ag dealership? Or does it 
mean the person who decides to market the grain out of state and put the profits in an out 
of state bank account? 

Agriculture has fallen on some tough times lately. I know that and you know that. 
But to risk our future on the hope that an investor will be interested in a 5%* return 
would be foolhardy. We don't need outside investors. We don 1t need to force farmers 
out of business, We don't need to send our money out of state. We dontt need to force 
our family farmers to make a living elsewhet'e, WE NEED YOU TO PROTECT OUR 
FUTURE, WE NEED YOU TO FA1L THIS BILL. 

*- current bank loan rate for an agricultural loan 
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: 

,.-... ,. My name is Dave Teiger1, For as long as I can remember I've wanted to be a farmer. After my 
graduation from NDSU in May, I'll return home to be the 4th generation to farm our land. 

J .. ---., 

, I 

We say we're family fanners because we assume all of the risk, we make all of the management 
decisions, and we provide nearly all of the labor for our operation. The only outside help that we 
hire is either from my uncle or from a neighbor to help with combining. That isn't necessarily 
because we couldn't do it ourselves but becausj) we're racing the weather to r,ave the quality of 
the grain. 

I am opposed to House Bill 1396 because of the likely harmful effects of weakening our current 
laws. 

The fact that North Dakota has a history of protecting family farms played a major role in my 
decision to stay in the state. If I wanted to make a living by being an employee of a corporate 
farm, I could get a job in almost any state and there's a good chance that the pay would be higher 
than a similar job in North Dakota. I chose to stay here because I want to operate a family farm. 
After growing up in a farm family, I realize that I learned some very important lite lessons at a 
young age. Things like the value of hard work, detennination, perseverance, and &acriflce are 
best learned where farming is a way of life, not just Dad's job. 

If the relationship r"luirements were, removed from the law, flunilies wouldn't be working 
together. This time spent working together creates strong family ties, and strong family tits keep 
young people in North Dakota. I'm thankful that I was born into a farm family and I hope that 
someday my children and my grandchildren will have the same opportunities. If out-of-state 
ownership is allowed, they may not be so lucky. 

Besides encouraging outward migration of young adults, HB1396 could easily damage the clean 
tmvironment that this state eitjoys. 

On Monday, when I told my soils instructor at NDSU that I was coming here to testify, he 
pointed out to me two of the reasons why opening the state to corporate fanning and mnching 
"would be a big mistake." 

The first reason is the pollution of the soil and water. Many nnimals in a small space create dw, 
major problem of more waste than can be dealt with. Inevitably, runoff containing nitrates and 
phosphates would end up in our lakes and rivers causins an acceleration of algae and slime 
growth making the water unhealthy or unattractive for wildlifo and tourists. 

His second reason is pollution of the air. A small number of a11imals smell bad, but a large 
number of animals produce smells that are overpowering and, just like the green slime on the 
lake, makes the state unattractive to travelen. 

My decision to stay in this state is one I'm very proud of. By d1,feating this bill, North Dakota 
would maintain a level playing field and ensure <lpportunities for many young men and women 
who want to stay in the state. 

North Dakota•s two most valuable rtSOurces are its young peopt,~ and its unpolluted 
environment. This bill has the potential to hurt both of them, and I urge you to vote do not pass. 
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Testimony 
HD 1396 

~enate Agricultural Committee 
by Mike Donahue (Lobbyist 215) 

February 27, 2003 

The North Dakota Wildlife Federation urges a Do Not Pass for HB 
1396. 

Our landowner/producer members do not want HB 1396. Based on their 
input, the Federation sees the bill as bad for starting,'young producers, It 
v.1ill also be bad for the small town businesses that provide producers 
with equipment, supplies, etc. 

·Namely, the corporations that HB 1396 will allow are not family 
oriented. They will have the ability to out-bid and to "volume buy." 

-- The Federation supports the position of the North Dakota Farmer's 
Union. 
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Good Morning. I am Pastor Muriel Lippert Schauer, pastor at Bethlehem Evangelical yv 
Lutheran Church in Wing, North Dakota, about 45 mi)es from Bismarck. My mother's 
father, my grandfather, Albert Nicolai Winge was a homesteader in the Van Hook area in 
1913. Their land was taken from them by right of eminent domain to make way for the 
Garrison Dam. My uncle, his son, Ralph M. Winge farmed with his dad and served in 
the North Dakota legislature from 1959 until 1977. He resides in LitchviUe. My father's 
grandfather, George Lippert, Sr. settled Lippert township, exit 248 on I 94. My uncle, 
Jim Lippert, farmed in Lippert township, 
My family, like many others, has a Jong Jegacy of caring for the land God created and 
entrusted to our care. My uncles took great pride in the crops they raised knowing they 
were feeding many many peop)e, 
I speak against HB 1396. The farmers and ranchers I know in the congregation I serve do 
not have problems getting the credit they need to expand their operations or diversify. 
They do not need the money of outside investors, They need to receive a fair price for 
the crops they raise, Fam1ers and ranchers leave the land because quite often the cost of 
production exceeds the price they receive when they sell their products, 
I have served as paEtor at Bethlehem Evangelical Lutheran Church in Wing since 1987. 
It has been difficult for all ofus to see people move away. The community of Wing lost 
40% of its population from the years 1990 to 2000. We have lost our grain elevator, 
Farmers Union Oil Station, lumber yard, grocery store and Roman Catholic Church ·in the 
time I have been there. Our school enrollment has dropped from 1S0 to 7S in K- 12, 
We used to have four dairy fanners in the congregation, now we only have one. 
Availability of credit is not what has caused most of these people to leave. It was a lack 
of income, They didn't receive enough money for their crops to be able to live and 
service their debt load. HB 1396 will not stop the depopulation of North Dakota. This 
bill could easily force more people off the land. I seriously doubt any of the people who 
could be partners in CO).'porate fanns ifHB 1396 is passed will move into Wing or any 
other small rural community. The profits they make will most likely not be spent in the 
town of Wing or even in the state of North Dakota. 
In the quest to make money corporations who would be allowed to er 6age in the business 
of fanning or ranching if HB 1396 is passed would not necessarily b~he best stewards 
of the land. I have seen corporate fanning in the Philippines. The corporations engage in 
monocropping and of course pay people very small salaries to do the work. As they 
deplete the soil they increase their use of chf~micals. 
The North Dakota coat of arms contains the words Strength from the Soil. The soil in our 
state is a precious and irreplaceable gift to us from God that enables us to produce a·safe 
and secure food supply for the world. Keeping the soil in the hands of family farmers 
and ranchers promotes good land stewardship practices, Family farmers and ranchers 
know that their strength comes from the soil. They take pride in knowing the soil and 
making efforts to maintain and improve the soil in their care so its fertility remains for 
generations yet to come. I ask you to defeat HB 1396. Thank You. 

The Rev. Muriel Lippert Schauer 
P.O. Box 100 
Wing, North Dakota S 8494 
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Good morning Chairman Flakoll and committee members: 

My('-- ,te is Christine Sandland. I mana~,Jhe Farmers Union 0, I L¢. 
in Sel£ridge, ND. I rise in opposition to House Bill 1396 bccc.wse..Z: 
believe this bill ultimately will hurt our cooperative. 

The Farmers Union Oil Company in Selfridge has been in busi!k'SS S1nc.e 

1929. It is locally-owned by family farmers and ranchers in--\-t~c..~£L 
that buy services and supplies from our cooperative, and we ~01f'~i)t id\ 
people with farm backgrounds. Our oil company thrives becai:se.-fa'MAJ 
farmers and ranchers support our business. They understand ho~ 
important it is to their farming operation to have a local 5e<\iileW 
supply cooperative in their area. 

As manager, it has been my experience that very large farms+rl..f\Ch~s 
generally do not support our local cooperative or businesse!: ;" ~ 
community. Why? Because large operations, such as corporate to.nY\~ 
have unlimited capital and can cut volume deals from their ~tci~u"1 
agents that bypass support of small loca.l businesses, rural mc\1n 
street, and my Farmers Union cooperative. 

Should you allow HB 1396 to pass, I believe more family fanr«SC{fl:l 
ranchers in my area will be driven from the land and our co~-clZve 
will be going down the same road. We want owners and operatcrS ~n~ 
land that support rural America, not "investors" that come tc '1/1s1+ 
but stay elsewhere, and take their profits with them. 

Your decision today, affects many families and the businesses tfL.,,,1-
depend on them for survival. Please vote no on HB 1396. 
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My name is Marcy Svenningsen and my husband, Greg, and I farm 1 O 
miles west of Valley City. We raise small grains and beef cattle. We are 
family farmers and we are opposed to this bill. I believe this legislation 
will hurt our state's family farmers and this is what compels me to testify 
today. This isn't about one farm organization versus another, it shouldn't 
be about urban versus rural, but it is about corporate fanning versus family 
farmers. 

There is a huge misconception in the public today that all farmers are 
trying to get bigger. That we want to add more land to our farms, more 
debt to the amount we already have, more equipment to take care of and 
more work to an already full schedule. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. We simply want to get paid a fair price for the work we do so we 
can provide for our families and support our communities. We want to 
spend time on school boards, work in volunteer :fire departments, attend 
school events, buy supplies from our local businesses, worship in our rural 
churches and even eat lutefisk and meatballs once a year with our 
neighbors. 

There's also a couple of things we don't like to do. We don't like having 
to come to Bismarck every two years to fight changes to our current anti
corporate farming law but we will if we have to. There were many more 
farmers who wanted to be here today to oppose this change, but they're 
home doing cattle chores, working an extra job, cleaning seed and it's hard 
to get here for a 9:00 a.m. hearing. One farmer who wanted to be here 
today told me that he had promised to give moral support to his friend ,,., ho 
is having an auction sale today. That's definitely another thing that we 
don't want to do anymore is attend auction sales. And this proposed 
change will accelerate family fann auction sales. We can't compete with a 
corporation when it comes to renting or buying land or purchasing inputs 
in quantity and we don't believe that this will be good for our rural 
communities or our urban friends. 

Some people think that changing our corporate farming law would provide 
a band .. aid for the wound that exists in family farm agriculture today, 
however I believe this change would actually cut even deeper into the hurt 
family farmers are experiencing due to poor prices and disasters and if this 
change is passed - the blood will run freely. I urge this committee to vote 
"do not pass,, on HB 1396. 
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WHO BENEFITS FROM CORPORATION FARMING? 

Senator Flakoll, and members of the Agriculture Committee. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to visit wfth you about the Impact of 

Corporation Farming. I own and operate a Small Grain and Cow-Calf operation In Burke Co. 

by Powers Lake. I am also currently a Burke Co. Commissioner and have previously taught 

Vocational Agriculture. 

I am disturbed by the continual effort by the large corporate farms and their 

supporters to constantly gain more financial advantage In farming and ranching at the 

expense of Family Farmers, Beginning Farmers and our rural communities. 

HB 1396 Is an attempt to do away with restrictions on Corporation Farming. Since 

the Corporation Farming Law was weakened to allow the size to go to 15 related family 

members, we have seen a dramatic Increase In farm size with less young farmers being 

able to get Into farming or ranching. We have had a dramatic Increase In outmigration from 

-, our rural communities. Burke Co. is one of the leading counties In the nation In population 

loss. Our major Industry Is agriculture. We have no town with over 1000 population. 

As farmers retire, their land is being "taken over by other larger farms. Their Is very 

little opportunity for a young person to get started. A vast majority of Federal Program 

Payments go to the large and Corporate Farms which are using those payments to bid up 

land rent and rand prices to a level that prohibits a beginning farmer from the ability to get 

started and takes land away from the average family farm. Do we now want to speed up 

this trend? 

HB 1396 will make two major changes to the Corporation Farming Law. It would 

remove the "relative" requirement, and the requirement that the main owners would need to 

operate the farm. I don't buy the argument that this change Is needed to help the corporate 

farmers get finances to operate. At a time when the interest rate Is lower than It has been 

since I started farming in 197 4 and money has never been more readily available to me In my 

operation, there needs to be another reason. 
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The Daschle amendment to the Federal Farm Program that was recently passed 

closed some loopholes and lowered the payment limit for the first time. I know this will cut 

the Government payment to some major farm corporations. HB 1396 will provide for farm 

corporations to recruit none relatives into their farm corporation so they can get back these 

government payments. Just think of the benefits they can get at the expense of the "Family 

Farm" if they can sign on a Farm Supply Manager or Elevator Manager. The corporate farm 

could get a significant price advantage In the products they buy as well as In the products 

they sell. The rest of us will need to pay for those benefits through higher prices for what 

we buy and lower prices for what we have to sell. The new nonrelative member could be 

rewarded for their efforts by a significant kickback from the additional government 

payments the corporation would receive from his/her membership. This practice is already 

being used to some degree but the relative requirement must be a major restriction. 

The second major change, removes the requirement that the officers and directors 

need to be actlveJy engaged In the farm operation, and only requires that the principal 

shareholder to be actively engaged in the farm operation. If they would form a limited liability 

company then only one member of the company would need to be actively engaged in 

operating the farm. Would this provide for an Investor or group of Investors to buy up land 

and hire an operator? The only requirement being that the farm operator would need to be a 

member. Woufd this provide for a food processing corporation or any corporation to form a 

limited liablllty company and own farm land for their benefit? 

HB 1396 would basically destroy the corporation farming law that has tried to 

preserve some level of farm numbers and farm ownership. It would only escalate out

migration and continue to close down our small towns and small schools. This wilf Impact 

not only our traditional family farms but our entire rural community. At a time when other 

states are trying to enact Corporation Farming Laws, why should we weaken ours? 

We need to ask ourselves, who will benefit and who wllf pay? 

Please vote No on HB 1396. 

Marlow Nelson, Burke Co. Farmer 
Powers Lake 
701-464-5730 
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North Dakota ---------------------·-----
__ .§portsmen' s Alliance 

/ '205 6th Avenue NB 
J'amestown, ND 58401 
Phone: 701-252-1586 

I am Larry Knoblich, representing the North Dakota Sportsmene Alliance. I stand before you today in a 
rather difficult quandry. The Alliance has been demon:ized as a small group of very vocal zealots whose 
pasaion is to keep the state closed to nonresident hunters and bent on taking the rights of land owners 
away. We sometimes feel like the patriot wlio rode through the villages E1houting, "The British are com
ing," only to have the occupants of the village shouting back for him to "shut up" because the Brits spend 
money, too. In fact we have been living in dread of the very thing that this bill would provide. We have 
warned against the huge acreage that has been taken up by corporate hunting outfitters and now this 
bill will in fnct take hundreds of thousands of acres out of public access through corporat.e farming. 

We need only point out the huge tracts of land that are owned by Turner Enterprises in Montana and 
South Dakota. In South Dakota alone, 'furner Enterptises owns a ten mile otrip of l.md from Pierre, 
South Dakota well into Nebraska. A tract of land never to be opened to public access again. 

If we are concerned about people leaving the state and our small communities disappearing you can be 
88Burcd that this bill will accomplish just that . 

. .-. ,~ called the Chamber of Commerce in 'lbpeka, Kansas yesterday to check on a few things I had seen on a 
· .... --···national television broadcast. 'lbpeka has a population of 126,000 people and five television stations, yet 

you cannot watch a local newscast on television in Topeka, Kansas. Theft' just isn't enough money to be 
made by these kinds of broadcasts. "Absentee ownership of television stations has been listed as a cause 
for the death of local television news in 'lbpeka, the owners of the stations have no local ties." Who "att 
say the same lack of local control will not happen in our state? 

I am for total rejection of HB1396 and for keeping local farmers and landowners in control of their dssft 
tiny and the future of our wonderfully, localize& state. 

Thank.You, 

~ 
Larry Knoblich 
Executive Director, N.D.f/.A 
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My name is Dick Monson. I am a North Dakota farmer and 

an avid sportsman. I am adamantly opposed to 1396, the corporate 
farming bill for the following reasons. · 

If corporate farming is allowed to grow in our state, it will 
only lead to an increased exodus of our young people, a 
deterioration of our existing farms and farm businesses. Corporate 
farming virtually guarantees less access for hunters and fishermen. 
In surrounding states where corporate land ownership is common, 
huge acreages are off limits to both sportsmen and tourists. 

Many large farms already have outside investors, and many 
of the largest buy most of their inputs outside the state. Fuel, seed, 
fertilizer, chemical, repairs, and even operating money, are all 
purchased outside North Dakota. This is not a blessing to our 
economy but rather a drain upon it. Corporate fanning will only 
accelerate it. 

If you allow this kind of corporate farming into North 
Dakota, in the next session or one following, you will have a bill 
before the legislature to lower the air standards and the water 
standards; the high standards that we currently enjoy, and deserve. 
I urge you to vote NO on 1396. Dick Monson 
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Senate Agriculture Committee 
Christopher Dodson, Executive Director 
House Dill 1396 - Corporations in Farming and Ranching 
February 27, 2003 
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The No11h Dakota Catholic Conference opposes House B ilJ 1396. Farming and 

ranching is not merely an economic activity. It is both a sacred gift and sacred 

obligation. As such, it must be conducted within an ethical, economic, and legal 

framework that fosters justice, fami1ies, communities, the common good, and 

stewardship of creation. With this in mind, the conference believes the legislature 

should "support the spirit and intent of Norlh Dakota's C.Orporate Fanning Law to 

preserve and maintain fann ownership and control in the hands of family 

farmers."1 

House Bill 1396 is inconsistent with this call. The bishops' support for family 

owned and operated entities stems from their belief, supported by experience and 

social data, that such ownership best ensures a just system of agriculture, 

economically, socially, and environmentally. It is consistent with the calls of 

bishops in rural communities across the nation and the laments of bishops and 

farmers in state~ with investor-owned fanning, 

Claims that the state's current law ignores the inevitable trends of the modem 

economy dnd hinders efficiency l'eflect false ideologies conceming the economy 

and progress. The economy is a human-made institution, not an inevitable force. 

Although our current system falls short of a just system of agriculture, the choice 

of how lo respond is ours. We should not choose to toss aside something that will 

not solve the problems and has served the peopJe and land of North Dakota weJJ. 

Moreover, claims that investment, rather than mornlly just prices~ wiU help North 

Dakota agriculture, place our hopes in "efficient" industrialization, rather than 

sustainable and just economies. Such misplaced emphasis on efficiency can 

unleash a ''conspiracy against life" and promote a "culture of death."2 In North 

Dakota, we have done -- and can do -- belier. 

We urge a Do Not Pass recommendation on HB 1396. 
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2 Ewmgellum Vitne, ··The Gospel of Ufo," No. 12. 
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TESTIMONY ON HB 1396 

Chairman Flakoll and members of the Senate Agriculture Committee: 

My name is Bob Finken and as a fourth generation family farmer from Douglas, I have found the argu

ments supporting opening up our state to corporate farming to be without sound merit. HB 1396 will 

severely weaken the current anti-corporate farming law if passed, rd like to dispel some of the myths that 

promote corporate fanning. 

Myth #1. "Farming is expensive and farmers are struggling because of a lack of capital.0 

I have over 25 years of experience fanning and lack of capital is not the primary reason that fanners are 

suffering economic distress. The real reasons are low commodity prices and a long series of failed federal 

farm programs. Production agriculture is a mature industry that is already fully capitalized. If production 

agriculture were actually lacking capital, then there would be depressed land and rent values. An influx of 

('~ outside capital will only upset the current balance of competition between farming operations. Adding 

more capital is not the answer to the lack of farm profitability and is simply wrong and grossly misguided, 

,..J: 
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If a farmer is so economically challenged that he/she cannot get capital from the traditional sources of 

banks, credit unions, USDA, Fann Credit Services or the multitude of credit companies, then how will an 

influx of outside capital make him/her more profitable? It will further drive up the price of land and rents 

as the corporate fanns try to expand their land base. They will do this in an attempt to gain "efficiency" by 

spreading costs over more acres. This will cause fanning margins to be even thinner and drive even more 

families off of the land and out of North Dakota. 

Myth #2. "Consolidation of fanns and ranches is a fact. We cannot return to the past." 

We've all seen that as farms consolidate, people are replaced by capital. Adding even more capital from 

outside will only further exacerbate the problems of farm consolidation and out-migration from North 

Dakota, Not only will our families be leaving the state but as the profits of the. corporate farms flow to the 

outside investor, the capital from the earnings of the corporate farm will also leave. Will corporate fanns 

be as likely to buy their inputs locally, bank locally, support the local cafe, school, and churches? 
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Myth #3, "Anti-corporate farming law>; stifle economic dcvelopmeni und outside invc1,lment opportuni• 

ties." 
'~ 

States such as Nebraska have even Rlrictcr anti-corporate farmino luws n11d nrc nctuully )oi;lng lei.1, funnerti 

than North Dakota, There are currently plenty of "investment strategies" or "vehicles" for North Dukotans 

to invest in production agrir.ulture. There are no restrictions for any individulll lo buy us much land us they 

so choose. Groups of up to 15 re)ated perRons are already aJlowed to incorporate or form LLC'fJ and LtP's 

to own land and/or operate a farm. 

We should be striving to make the commodities that we produce worth more insteud of less, AddlUonal 

capital would have the most economic benefit by being used to invest In opportunities that add valuo to tho 

commodities that we already produce. The value-added segment of oua· agricultural economy Js whero the 

additional capital is really needed. Keeping the additional value and Jobs here in our atalo would ao a Iona 

way to revitalize the economy of North Dakota and reverse the trend of out-migratlon, 

, Myth #4. "We are beating back opportunity in the name of protectionism," 

The root of the question is who do we want to control production agrlculturo In this state? Do wo wan& 10 

further industrialize agriculture with corporate farms that drain the people and capital out of our 1tu1o7 ,r 

being against corporate farming makes me a protectionist than I am darn proud to bo one, Wouldn't wo all 

be better off with a sustainable society of family farmers living on and caring for tho land? The people who 

claim that corporate farming wiJJ help North Dakota should put their own self lntoro11ta and corporalo 

ideologies aside and instead put their energies to better use, 

I urge the members of the Senate Ag Committee to follow tho lead or tho House As Commluco and alvo 
' 

this bill a "Do Not Pass" recommendation. ThJs is the wrong path for North Dakota, 

Bob Finken 
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Chairman FlakoH and Con1mittee members. 

I speak in opposition to HB1396. 

This hill, if passed, will cause great harm to the state of North Dakota because this bill 
would allow farms to dramatically increase in size. This type of size increase will drive 

' 

the small farmers off the land, make it almost impossible for new individuals to start 
farming, create more outmigration of people from our small towns and communities, 
and put a burden on society as to the people being displaced from those farms, smalJ 
towns, and communities. 

I find it hard to believe that the Hom;e passed this bill when it came out of committee 
with a "Do not pass" recommendation. Not being present at that vote leaves me only 
to guess at the speeches made on the floor. I find it hard to believe that the heritage 
of this great state of family farmers would suddenly change it's thinking on corporate 
farming. This bill sets a dangerous precedent to allow for corporations to be started 
for the purpose of farming large tracts of land and building large feedlots only to the 

~ demise of the family farmer. 

The constituents of each district of the state of North Dakota al'e counting on each of 
their elected Senators and Representatives to do what is right for our state. Those 
people need to keep their livelihood without the fears of being forced out of business 
by large capitalized farmers(corporations). Those people are also small town 
businesses which are often times overlooked as the farms get bigger. A'i these 
capitalized farmers( corporations) get larger, local business suffer because these entities 
often time do not support them. People are driven off the land and small towns. They 
are forced to look for work in larger cities for usually a less than desirable wage. 

Chairman Flakoll and committee members, I urge you to save our heritage, to save our 
family farms, and to save our small towns! North Dakota does not need corporate 
farming. Recommend II DO NOT PASS" and vote NO on HB 1396. 

, Sincerely, Robert Bornemann 
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Chairman Flakoll and Senate Agriculture Committee Members, 
I am writing to you today in opposition to HB 1396. Most of my life has been spent 

on small family farms in North and South Dakota. Although years of drought and 
other fann-related difficulties have posed challenges, the quiet farm life is ~till the one 
I desire to pass on to my chiJdren and grandchildren. 
Have any of you ever read Dr. Seuss's book, THE LO RAX? It's absolutely incredible 

as it deals with the consequences to the environment and ourselves when financial 
aspects of a situation are the ONLY ones in consideration in the minds of those in 
charge. After I read the Lorax, evecything made more sense to me. Trees are here for 
a purpose, air is here for a purpose, soil is here for a purpose, animals are here for a 
purpose, and yes, man is here for a purpose. I would encourage each one of you to 
take a peek into the great mind of Dr. Seuss by reading THE LORAX. Although n 
child's book, many answers would come to us who make decisions about the future. 

My concern has to do with the future generations of young people wanting to farm. 
Where will they get the finances to compete with corporations? Where will all of the 
pollution that these huge corporate farms produce end up? Where will we get clean air 
from and water and soil? I-low will we have peace of mind if we end up like the 
Onceler who thought only of profits? 
People who favor corporate farming should also read the article, The Real Price of 

Factory Farming." I'd like to quote a few sentences for you to ponder. On page 2 the 
writer states, "Factory farms have a notorious legacy of massive pollution--they also 
drive independent family farmers out of business, treat animals and workers as mere 
commodities, and destroy communities." 
Also on page 3 we read, "Whether overcrowded in feedlots and buildings or virtually 

immobilized in crates and cages, factory-farmed animals are treated like machines with 
no concern for their pain or suffering." Have we sunk so low in ND as to desire THIS 
type of care be given our animals? Is this the legacy we desire to leave ? 
What of those who work in these places. One more quote should leave no doubt in 

your mind that we must NOT allow North Dakotans to sink so far. On page 3 of The 
Real Price of Factory Far1ning we read," The life of a factory farm worker is one of 
misery. The line speeds at poultry processing plants are so fast that many workers are 
forced to perform a repetitive motion of every other bird, one motion every 2 seconds. 
1 in 3 poultry workers has a workwrelated musculoskeletal disorder resulting in 
moderate or extreme pain and many employees become permanently disabled. Please 
save North Dakotans these agonies and vote NO on HB 1396. 
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